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Notation

Symbol Meaning

A(x) Area; Eq (52)

A Constant; Eq (20) and (39)

a Bead radius

B Constant; Eq (20) and (39)

B' Mass addition parameter; m/PeUeCH

C1  Stanton number; Eq (9)

CHO Stanton number with no mass addition; Eq (21)

CO2  Carbon dioxide

C Specific heat at constant pressure
p
D Binary diffusi' n coefficient

E Internal energy

F Razio of well area to surface area; Eq (73)

H Total enthalpy; h + u2/2

h Enthalpy

K Mass fraction

k Thermal conductivity

Le Lewis number; pDC/k

M Molecular weight

MTotal' mass flow rate

mMass flux of subliming specie

"P Pressure

. p Partial pressure

Pr Prandtl number; C k
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.Symbol Meaning

"Q Total heat flow rate

q Heat flux

R Universal gas constant

R. Resistance of ith component

r Coordinate in the radial direction

s Streamwise coordinate

.Ablation recession rate.
Sc Schmidt number; A/pD

T Temperature

u .Streamwise velocity

v Velocity normal to wall

Correction to energy equation; Eq (48)

x Length coordinate

y Distance f.'om wall

(x Absorptivity; Eq (49) or Coefficient of
evaporization; Eq (75)

E Emissivity

0 Angular coordinate

p Dynamic viscosity

Stephan-Boltzmann constant

p Density
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Subscripts
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eq Equilibrium
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3. Specie index,, usually 1 subliming specie,

2 = air

int To the interior

M Maximum

o Minimum

s * Solid at the subliming surface

sub Sublimation

T Total

w Fluid dynamic wall

r Recovery or adiabatic wall

rad Radiation

0Free stream

Superscript
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Abstract

-- In order to investigate the heat and mass. transfer aspects of

thermomechanical ablation, ablation experiments wore performed with

models made of pure carbon dioxide (C6g) and a glass bead-CO2 composite.

The experiments were performed in a low subsonic, low turbulence j.et at

ambient pressure and near 09C temperature. The model geometry was a

hemispherical forebody-cylindrical afterbody with a diameter of 25 mm.

The stagnation point mass transfer of the pure C62, models was 6.2% less

than predicted by equilibrium theory. The distribution around the

-{hemisphere generally agreed with the predicted lawinar heat transfer

result of monotonically decreasing heat transfer with distance from the

stagnation point. The internal temperature response was approximately

5% higher than the theoreticalli predicted wall temperature. These

results could be correlated by the inclusion of a nonequilibrium

' .sublimation model into the theoretical prediction equations. The

required vaporization coefficient was 0.0005. Foi the composite models,

the stagnation point CO2 mass flux was 23% below the rate of the purv

CO2 models. The mass flux around thL hemisphere did not decrease with

distance from the stagnation point until beyond the 45 degree position,

and the internal temperature was slightly higher than the pure CO2

models. The composite results could be predicted by reducing the

transfer coefficient by 6% and including in the surface model diffusion

of the sublimed CO2 through the wells between the beads, nonequilibrium

sublimation, and the consequences of heat transfer through the beads to

the subliming surface.
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THERMOMECHANICAL ABLATION

I. Introduction

The reentry of a vehicle into the atmosphere cannot be

V e xperimentally duplicated on the ground, nor can the vehicle

in flight be instrumented well enough to determine all of

the significant phenomena associated with nosetip ablation.

This handicaps the analyst's attempt to model an event

governed by aerodynamics, heat transfer, and material

science. It is, therefore, no surprise that ablation

* modeling is a difficult task &nd is often the subject of

much dispute.

Through the efforts of many early researchers, the rate

of thermochemical ablation can be approximately determined

with rather simple relationships which yield surprisingly

accurate predictions for some materials. The key to the

simple solution is the application of the "Unity Lewis

Number" assumption, which implies equal mass and thermal

diffusivities, to the surface energy and specie cbnserva-

tion equations. This assumption was applied to the problem

by Shvab and Zeldovich (Ref 21 and 26) in the 1940's and

received its widest dissemination when presented in its

most general form by Lester Lees at the Third AGARD

Colloquium on Combustion and Propulsion in 1958 (Ref 12).

Lees' results can be found in textbooks such as Dorrance

(Ref 3) and are the basis for most of the ablation

i 1



prediction procedures used in the United States aerospace

industry today. Spalding (Ref 24) employed the unity

assumption in a slightly different presentation to yield

kequally useful results, which received excellent tutorial

treatment in W. M. Kays' text (Ref 8). These formulations

allow the determination of surface temperature and the

4ratio of mass transfer rate to heat transfer coefficient

when the boundary layer edge conditions and the thermo-

chemistry of the system are specified. Convective heat

transfer theory supplies the transfer coefficient which

must be corrected for mass addi' ion at the wall (blowing).

Kubota (Ref 11) simplified Lees' theory for a binary mixture

with no chemical reactions and performed some early low

temperature ablation experimeyts using ice at Mach 5.8.

When experimental data became available for the

ablation of graphite, it was notad that the mass loss rat,;s

were higher than the amount predicted by thermochemical

theory. The hypothesis which best explained the data was

that the graphite did nct completely transition to the

vapor phase, but that solid particles were removed from the

surface in a high enthalpy, high shear ablation environment

(Ref 10). In fact, 7jundell and Dickey were able to photo-

graph a shower of glowing particles downstream of an

ablating graphite model (Ref 13). The phenomena is called

thermomechanical ablation or erosion and it was estimated

that in reentry the ratio of thermomechanical ablation to

thermochemical ablation for graphite could exceed one

2



(Ref 10). As the understanding of turbulent rough wall

7 !heat transfer increased, the estimated mechanical loss

fraction was revised downward; however, uncertainties ekist

due to the fact that it has not been possible to directly

measure the fraction of solids removed from an ablating

graphite surface.

Ablation performance prediction models include a

provision for thermomechanical mass loss. The conservation

of mass and energy equations for the ablating surface allow

solid as well as vapor to convect through the boundary.

However, it j6 assumed that neither the surface nor the

boundary layer phenomena are affected by the solid parti-

cles (Ref 9 & 16).

'The objectives of this research are to perform an

ablation experiment in which a controlled amount of solid

material is released from an al ating surface, and to

improve existing thermomechanical ablation models.

This dissertation contains a derivation of the approx-

i-ate ablation theory which was used to select solid carbon

dioxide (CO2 or dry 3ie) from among various candidates for

the experiment. The construction and testing of both pure

0 02 and glass bead-C0 2 models are described. Following a

presentation of experimerntal results, improvements in the

thermomechanical theory, including the effects of

nonequilibrium sublimationr diffusion wells, and microscale

heat transfer events, are developed and discussed.



II. Simplified Ablation Model

The primary purpose of this chapter is to present the

approximate ablation theory as applied to a simplified

model of a subliming surface including thermomechanical

ablation. The other analytical relations needed to deter-

mine ablation rates are also presented. A prediction cf

the simplified theory is then compared to that of a more

exact solution.

The heat and mass transfer fluxes are shown schemati-

cally in Figure 1. The coordinate system is fixed to the
'solid-gas interface. The system is assumed to have only

two components: the subliming substance and the surround-

ing gas, "air." The system is analyzed at a fixed location

of the streamwise coordinate.

The overall mass flux of the system is described by

the equation

(pv)W + m = mT ()

where ;T is the total mass flux coming to the surface, m*

is the mass flux which leaves the surface in the solid

phase, and (pv)w is'the normal mass flux of the gas phase.@w

If k is partitioned into the amount which leaves the

surface as a solid, i*, and the amount which vaporizes, m,

the overall mass conservation equation reduces to

.,
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Figure 1. Thermochemical -Therniomechanical Ablation Process



(pv)w = I (2)

The mass flux of the vaporized material is usually

partitioned into convected and diffused portions. The

convected portion is expressed as the. mass fraction of the

subliming substance at the wall, Kw , times the normal mass

flux oT the gas phase at the wall.. The expression for the

U diffused portion is derived from Fick's Law--the diffused

I F flux is proportional to the concentration gradient.

Therefore, the conservation of mass equation for the

material which vaporizes is

~(Pv) w K (pD y = (3)w '_a
The equation is further simplified by the substitution

4 of (pv)w from Equation (2) into Equation (3) and by

rearrangement.

(1 - Kw  =- (pD IK)w

w By

The energy flux of the system is described by the

equation

2
(qradnet - (k )w - __(pDhi w + (pv)whw

+m hs + hint =  hs (5)

6



where the first term is the net flux of heat transferred

by radiation, .the second term is the classical conductive

term, expressed by Fourier's Law applied to the gas phase,

the third term is the enthalpy carried by the diffused

portion of the gas phase mass flux, and the fourth term is

the amount carried by the convected portion. The amount of

mass which leaves the surface in the solid phase is assumed

to have the same er.thalpy as that of the solid coming up to

the surface, hs (Ref 10 & 16). The fifth term is the

amount of heat conducted into the interior. Subtracting

m h from each side of the eqiation, the energy equation

becomes T "2 3Ki .
('(rad)net - (k 2)w E . (pDhi y )w

, (6)
+ (Pv)whw int = mh

Thus, by partitioning the total mass flux' into the

amount which is vaporized and that which is not, the

equations for a system with thermomechanical ablation are

transformed into the same equations which describe a system

with pure thermochemical ablation: Equations (2), (3),

(4), and (6). This is an impo'tant result in that the

development which follows applies to 'either pure thermo-

chemical ablation or combined thermochemical - thermo-

mechanical ablation provided that the term m is restricted

to that portion of the mass flux which is vaporized at the

surface. This result also applies to the more complicated

ablation'process of graphite (Ref 16), and is the basis of

I 7



IM

the thermomechanical ablation experiment of this research.

Simply stated, the existing heat and mass transfer theory

associated with thermomechanical abl?.tion predicts that the

response of the vaporizing material does not depenc on the

amount of thermomechanical ablation in progress..

To simplify the following development, the radiative

heat flux term and the internal heat conduction term are

assumed to be negligible relative to the other terms and

are eliminated from the analysis. Further simplification

of the energy equation results from the assumption that the

Lewis number is one. The Lewis number is defined as the

ratio of the mass diffusivity t, the thermal diffusivity.

Le = D

The quantity is often close to one for many mixtures of

interest. When the Lewis Number equals unity, the heat

conduction and the summation of the diffusion enthalpy flux

terms of Equation (6) combine into the single term

( h ah This combination is derived in Chapter V. The

energy equation th3n reduces to

m(hw-h s ) = ( 8Cp a8)

At this point it is convenient to replace the term

with the derivative by a transfer coefficient times a

driving potential. The most convenient coefficient for the

8



heat and mass transfer proble is the .Stanton number,

defined by the equation

K 'k 9h.
C p

H PeUe(hrhw) (9)

where hr is the recoVery enthalpy. Substitution into

Equation (8) yields

1(hw-h) = pUC(hr-hw) (10)
w s e e H-

The similarity of Equations (4) and (8) suggests that

a transfer coefficient approach might also be useful in

Equation (4). In fact, with no chemical reactions, and

K when the Prandtl and Lewi,. numbers equal unity, the

boundary layer solutions to the concentration and energy

equations are similar, which will be shown in Chapter V.
With similarity the identical transfer coeff Iicient can be

used for mass transfer with the concentration difference

replacing enthalpy difference as the driving potential.

The Stanton number for mass transfer is

(pD (11)
H - e(Ke-Kw ) (i

Peue e w

Substitution of CH from Equation (11) into Equation (4),

with Ke =0, yields

Kw
SK -K w  PeueCH (12)

9



Equation (10) is still somewhat difficult to use since

the enthalpy of the gas at the wall is a function of concen-

tration and temperature. For the :wo species, (1) the sub-

liming substance and (2) "air", the enthalpy at the wall is

h= Kh + (l-K) h13)
w w w .2w

Substitution of hw from Equation (13) into (10) yields

IKwhIw + (I-Kw ) h2w-hs]

w wi 2 ,,h](14)
PeCH hr - Kwhw - (1-Kw) h2w

Using Equation (12), the terms of Equation (14) can be

regrouped such that all terms relating to the enthalpy of

*.the subliming material are on the left and all the terms

relating to the enihalpy of the air are on the right.

(hlw-hs) = PeUeCH.(hr-h2w) (15)

The enthalpy difference on the left is simply the enthalpy

of sublimation, A hsub.

Finally, the nondimensional mass transfer parameter B'

is defined by the equation

Bt ; C(16)PeUeCH

Substitution of B' into Equations (12) and (15) and

rearrangement yields

10



Kt

.. B' = -- (17.)

hr - h2w
A B' (18)

A hsub

Assuming that the gas at the wall can be modeled as a

mixture of ideal gases, Equation (17) can be expressed in

terms of the partial pressure of the subliming material.

B' 1 - (Plw/P'
= 2 TTj(19)

Where: M = Molecular weight

p.w Partial pressure of sub-
liming specie at the wall

P = Mixture pressure

If the vapor of the subliming specie is assumed to be

in equilibrium with the solid phase, the partial pressure

is the equilibrium vapor pressure which is a function of

the wall temperature.

With this system of equations, a unique value of Tw

and B' can be determined when hr, P, and the thermochemis-

try of the system are specified. The solution of these

equations can be obt-l**ned graphically by assuming various

-values of wall temperature and plotting B' from Equations

(18) and (19). Ablation response plots are shown in

* Figure 2. The equilibrium vapor pressure of a material is

.often correlated in the form

, -4ii



1ogzo(p) = (-0.2185 4/T) + B (20)

7 where p is the vapor pressure in Torr arfd T is the tempera-

ture in degrees Kelvin (e.g. The Handbook of Chemistry and

Physics). The Clapeyron equation relates the enthalpy of

evaporation-or-sub -ma-t-ion-to-the-equl-ibrium-vapor

pressure--temperature relation. Equation (20) is conven-

iently arranged so that the constant A is the molal heat

of sublimation (Ahsub/Ml. Equations (18), (19), and (20)

can be solved by an iterative process.

* Once B' and Tw have been determined, two corrections

must be applied to conventional heat transfer -results

before mass flux can be determined. First, the Stanton

* number, which is based on the actual heat transferred to

the ablating body, must reflect the. reduction in heat

transfer due to blowing. Gazley, Gross, and Masson (Ref 5)

reported Equation (21), a correlation of theoretical

results for the ratio 6f Stanton number without mass

addition to the boundary layer, CHo, to that with mass

addition.
C M /3

1 + o.64 () B (21)

H M 1

The equation compares well with experiment, especially for

low B' values.

Second, the results of the simplified heat and mass

transfer equations must be ccrrected for the assumption of

unit values for the Lewis and Prandtl numbers. Analysis

12



and experiment have shown that moderate departures from

unity are adequately accounted for by adjustment of the

transfer coefficient. Kays (Ref 8) suggests the following

Lewis number correction to the heat transfer Stanton number

for mass transfer application:

(CH) ass Transfer (Le) 2/3 (22)

(H) Heat Transfer

In summary, the mass loss is estimated by the follow-

ing procedure:

1) B' and Tw are determined upon specification

w. } of the environmental conditions and the subliming material

using a plot or by otherwi- e solving Equations (18) and (19).

2) CHO/CH is determined from Equation (21).

3) CHo is'determined through conventional heat

transfer techniques. Since Tw has been determined,

reference temperature methods can be used for properties.

4) Finally

m - )(Le )2/3B '  (23)

This simple theory provided the information necessary

to design a sublimatioi experiment; however a verification

of its accuracy was re4uired before it could be used to

evaluate experimental results. The more exact solution was

obtained using the Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure

(BLIMP) written by Bartlett and Kendall (Ref 2). The

BLIMP solution is described in Appendix A. It includes

t 13



the mass transfer prediction for the entire hemispherical

- "forebody, and takes into account the individual air

species, and unequal diffusion coefficients. A comparison

*of the simple theory and BLIMP for an axisymmetric stagna-

tion point for the approximate conditions of the experiment

performed in this research is shown in Table I. In this

case, the unity Lewis number assumption has not only

simplified the derivation, but also provided very accurate

predictions for the ablation response. The boundary layer'

is assumed to be laminar.

Table I

Comparison of BLIMP and Simple Theory Predictions for an
Axisymmetric Stagnation Point

BLIMP APPROXIMATE DIFFERENCE

Tw (K) 181 172 -5.,0

B' 0.193 0.192 -0.5%

PeUeCHo (kg/m2 .s) 0.262 0.268 2.3%

CHo/CH 1.094 1.107 0.9%

eUeCH (kg2/m2 .s) 0.239 0.242 1.3%

(kg/m2 .s) 0.0461 0.0465 0.9%

*14



III. Experiment

An experiment was performed which provided a direct

comparison of ablation with and without solid mass addition

to the boundary layer. This chapter contains the rationale

used in the selection of a subliming material for the

experiment, the method used in the fabrication of the

models, a description of the experimental test facility,

the experimental procedures, and the methods used in the

reduction of the data.

Subliming Material and Environmental Conditions

The initial problemcombination of

subliming material and environmental conditions for the

experiment. Kubota's papen.(Ref 11) was quite helpful in

this regard since it contained graphs of ablation response

as a function of environmental conditions for water ice,

dry ice, and camphor which are summarized in Figure 2. A

low turbulence subsonic free jet was chosen for the experi-

ment because of its ease of operation and low cost. The

free jet afforded oper. access to the model, which facilita-

ted data acquisition. The conditions in the jet were

ambient pressure and near 0°C temperature. With this

environment, dry ice (solid C02 ) was chosen because it

responded with a B' of nearly 0.2, which is high enough to

yield sufficient mass transfer for experimental accuracy

* 15
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* and is within the range of B' values experienced by

graphite during reentrr.

Axisymmetrical flow over a hemispherical forebody-

A cylindrical afterbody was chosen over a two-dimensional

flow configuration for a more accurate determination of the

shape change during the experiment. The potential flow

solution for the .slected shape is one of the many computed

by A.M.O. Smith and Pierce and presented in Reference 22.

Their computed velocity distribution merges into that for a

sphere near the stagnation point as shown in Figure 3.

Therefore, the stagnation point heat transfer coefficient

-for this geometry is identical to that of a sphere.

The experiment was performed at Mach numbers below 0.1

which further simplified the prediction of the ablation

response. The pressure did not significantly vary around

the body and the recovery air temperature was essentially

constant and equal to the free stream air temperature.

With constant environmental conditions, the simple equilib-

rium theory predicts a constant wall temperature and B'

Aaround the body, which further implies a constant ratio of
C to Co. The mass loss is then directly propoi-tional to
0H maslssiohe p

the heat transfer coefficient around the body as predicted

by Equation (23). This conclusion was confirmed by BLIMP

in that the predicted variation of wall temperature around

the body was only 0.11K (0.065%) and the B' variation was

only O.0015 (0.78%),

17
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fz
Ablation Models

*The 25 mm diameter models were produced in molds of

two designs, which are shown in Figure 4. The first was

made from seamless tubing with a welded end plug which had

a hemispherical surface machined into it. A second mold

was constructed of stainless steel tubing with a hemispher-

ical surface machined into one of the threaded end plugs.

The second design was much easier to construct. It

facilitated the extraction of the frozen model, since both

ends of the tube could be removed and the model pushed out.

Both molds had a single entranc4.port for the introduction

of carbon dioxide.

Thezmomechanical ablation was simulated by dispersing

glass beads in the C02. Since. he speculated size of the

solid particles removed from ablating graphite was on the

order of the stagnation point bounlary layer thickness, the

boundary layer thickness oi this experiment dictated that

120 pm diameter beads be chosen. The beads were screened

to improve size uniformity. The bead shape was fairly

spherical as shown in the photomicrograph in Figure 5.

The most reliable method of obtaining a uniform

dispersion of glass beads in the C02 was to fully pack the

beads into the mold before introducing the CO20 'All of

the glass bead CO2 ablation experiments were performed

using the fully packed mode of glass bead loading. A

plastic rod (also shown in Figure 4) was frozen into the

center of each model to serve as a solid attachment point.

19
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Figure 4. Ablation Model Molds and Center Rod with Thermocouple

T

>1i Figure 5. Glass Beads (ISOX)
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The rod had a hole drilled along its axis, so that a ther-

mocouple junction could be placed near the center of the

hemispherical nose.

The glass bead and CO2 composite models were quite

sensitive to moisture. If any moisture was present, the

beads tended to agglomerate during the experiment, forming

a crust on the model surface. The following filling

procedure was used to eliminate the moisture. The mold was

filled with preheated beads, then maintained at 360 K in an

oven for at least one hour. The hot mold was then attached

to a system for introducing COinto the mold which is

shown in Figure 6.

PRESSURE "

0 O 
REGULATOR

CYLINDER/ CONNECTOR

SVALVE

PRESSURE
VACUUM GAGE

PUMP

DRY
! ICE

BOX

Figure 6. System for Producing Ablation Models
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-A vacuum pump attached to the fixture maintained a very low

* pressure in the mold while it was cooling. When cool, the

mold was placed in an insulated container and packed with

dry ice. The system was then pressurized with CO2 to

approximately 14 atm. The C02 pressure was maintained for

several hours, typically overnight, then the regulator was

closed. Within fie hours the pressure in the mold

decreased to slightly above atmospheric pressure, as the

remaining C02 vapor solidified.

Experimental Test Facility and Procedures

A free jet built for an Air Force Institute of Technol-

ogy aeroaccoustic study (Ref 14). supplied dry, very low

turbulence air to the models. The jet exit was 102 mm x

76 mm. The model size and placement were consistent with

aerodynamic testing standards required to simulate free

flight through still air. The jet and model are shown in

Figure 7.

Measurements were made of tunnel plenum temperature

and pressure, ambient pressure, and the model internal

temperature and shape as a function of time. Plenum

pressure was measured using a precision manometer. The

output of the thermocouple inside of the model was recorded

by a continuous strip chart recorder. Model shape as a

function of time was obtained from 35 mm photographs of the

model with a stop watch and reference scale in the field of

view. Typical photographs of pure CO2 and composite models

are shown in Figure 8. The models, positioned in front of

22



Figure 7. Free Jet and Ablation Model
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*J Ii

Figure 8. Data Photograph of Model, Stopwatch, and Reference Scale
Taken Early in Test. (Top--Pure C02, Bottom--Composite)
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r . a flat black background, were front lighted by a strobe

flash attached to the camera. The camera was a Mamiya/

Sekor 1000 TL with a 270 mm lens. With this system the

*camera could be positioned about two meters from the model

to eliminate parallax.

Air was introauced into the tunnel at the desired flow

rate and the ambiernt conditions were recorded. When tunnel

temperature an-:! pressure stabilized, they were recorded.

Then the pressure was vented from the mold, the mold was

opened, and the model was extracted. The model was

attached to the support system while positioned out of the

jet and the thermocouple wires were connected to the.

recorder system. The support was then swung into the jet

and locked into positidn on the jet centerline. Pictures

were taken at approximately ten second intervals until the

surface receded to the embedded thermocouple.

Data Reduction

All of the data required to determine surface reces-

siot rate are contained on the 35 mm film. Each frame was

prcjected onto light table by a precision film reader and

the distance reference and surface profile were traced. A

typical set of recession profiles is shown in Figure 9.

The complete set of recession profiles is contained in

Appendix B.

The conversion of the recession profiles to local

recession rates around the hemispherical surface was

facilitated by the use of an HP 9820A Calculator with an
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-input digitizer and an output plotter. Of primary interest

was the normal recession of the stagnation region while the

surface was still essentially hemispherical. In prepara-

tion for the data reduction, the recession profile trace

was placed on the digitizer and the center of curvature of

the front surface was determined with the aid of an overlay

of 'concentric circles. A protractor was then placed over

the recession trace with its axis on the center of curva-

ture and with the center ray (labeled zero) perpendicular

to the nozzle exit plane as shown in Figure 9. The radii

of the protractor are 15 degrees apart.

After entering the time associated with each profile

trace, the recession along each radius was digitized. As

each point was digitized, the location was stored, the

location and time for that point were plotted, and the

point was numbered on the plot. The calculator referenced

all distances to the first point digitized and all times to

the time associated with the first profile. After each

point along the ray was digitized, points were selected to

include in a least squares linear curve fit. The equation

of the line was then printed and the line was plotted on

the recession trace through the range of interest. The

recession rate istifh slope of the curve. Two typical

recession plots are shown in Figure 10. The essentially

donstant stagnation point recessionrate shown in the top

plot is a result of the compensating factors of decreasing

-model diameter and increasing nose bluntness. In the

I * 27
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second plot, the curve indicates an -nitial rate, associated

with the hemispherical shape, which decreases as model shape

change decreases the transfer coefficient. All of the

recession plots are contained in Appendix B.

The carbon dioxide mass loss rate is related to theby he qutio m = pc 5."

normal recession rate, ;, by the equation 02

The density of solid CO2 in the temperature range of

interest was determined by Maass to be 1.60 Mg/m3 (Ref 15),

For the glass bead C02 mixture, the density of each

constituent was determined by mqeasuring the increase in

weight of the mold after addition of the glass beads, then

after CO solidification. The. center rod was not used in

the five models especially fabricated for density determi-

nabion. The density of-glass in the mixture was 1.48 ±

0.02 Mg/m3 of mixture and the density of the composite was

2.09 ± 0.03 Mg/m3 . Therefore, the density of the CO2 was

0.61 t 0.05 Mg/m3 of mixture.

Experimental Conditions and Physical Properties

The range of experimental conditions and physical

properties of the experimental materials are listed in

Table II. The glass bead-CO 2 composite thermal properties

are based on the properties of the const'tuents. Since the

conductivities of the materials are nearly identical, the

effective conductivity of the composite is essentially that

of the continuous phase, CO2 , 0.71 W/m-K (Ref 7). The
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density of the composite was determined to be 2.09 M /m.

By adding the mass weighted contribution of the specific

heat of each material, the spec.3fic heat of the composite

is determined to be 0.92 kJ/kg.K. The effective thermal

diffusivity of the composite is, therefore, 0.37 mN.

This result is quite fortuitous, since, with neakly identi-

cal thermal conductivity and diffusivity, the pure CO2

models and the composite models respond essentially the

same in both transient and steady state conduction.
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Table II

Range of Experimental Conditions
and Model Component Properties

MODEL RADIUS (mm) 10.0 - 12.7

VELOCITY (m/s) 18.6 - 38.3

AIR TEMPERATURE (K) 270 - 282

PRESSURE (atm) 0.957 - 0.980

REYNOLDS NUMBER ReR 19,500 - 32,400

PeUeCH (kg/m2 .s) 0.21 - 0.33

PRANDTL NUMBER Pr* 0.735

LEWIS NUMBER Le* 0.886

SCHMIDT NUMBER Sc* 0.829

CARBON
SOLID PROPERTIES AT 170K DIOXIDE GLASS COMPOSITE

DENSITY (Mg/m3) 1.60 (15)** 2.7 (4) 2.09

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 0.71 (6) 0.79 (4) 0.71
(W/m.K)

SPECIFIC HEAT (kJ/kg.K) 1.2 (15) 0.84 (4) 0.92

THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 0.38 0.35 0.37
(=m2/s)

MASS FRACTION IN 0.29 0.71",
COMPOS ITE

ENTHALPY OF SUBLIMATION 589.1 (6)
(kJ/kg)

CO2 VAPOR PRESSURE LogloP (atm) = -1352.4/T(K) + 6.9576 +

* At Eckert's reference temperature (approximately 222K)

** Number in parenthesis is the reference number

+ This correlation is based on the enthaipy of sub-
limation at 170 K and the vapor pressure data
reported in Referenc 6.
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IV. Experimental Results

The mass loss results for the pure CO2 models are

shown in Figure 11. The data have been normalized by the

stagnation point mass flux predicted by BLIMP, adjusted to

the particular conditions of the experiment by the approxi-

mate theory presented in Chapter II. The normalized BLIMP

distribution is also shown. Except for the stagnation

point value, each data point shown is the average of the

values on either side of the stagnation point. The results

are in fair agreement with the predicted resuits; although

on the average, the experimental values are less than

predicted, -6.5% less at the stagnation point.

The normalized carbon dioxide mass transfer results of

the glass bead laden models are shown in Figure 12. The

average stagnation point carbon dioxide mass loss rate was

28% less than the amount predicted by the approximate

theory, or 23% less than the experimentally observed mass

loss rate of the pure carbon dioxide models. The distribu-

tion of mass loss around the hemisphere was different from

the pure CO2 results in that the mass loss rate did not

decrease until beyond the 45 degree location. The mass

loss data for these models also exhibited more scatter,

which can be attributed, at least in part, to the variation

of the CO2 mass fraction in the composite models.
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The thermal response, as sensed by the embedded

thermocouple, of all models can be divided into three

periods. Referring to the labels on the example tempera-

ture trace shown in Figure 13, there was a period of

decreasing temperature (A to B), a period of approximately

constant temperature, referred to as the asymptotic temper-

ature (B to C), and a period of increasing temperature (C

to the end of the test). The initial temperature drop is

an indication that the temperature of the dry ice packed

container in which the mold was placed while the model was

solidifying was higher than the*quilibrium wall tempera-

ture during the convective heat and mass transfer process.

The increase in temperature indicates a response to possi-

ble thermal gradients near the. surface and, upon exposure,

the warmth of the air stream.

In a few experiments, the thermocouple data was

obviously erroneous, in others, the mass loss data was

useless because of flaws in the model, yet the temperature

data was acceptable. A table of asymptotic temperatures is

included in Appendix B. Of three experiments with pure

002, the mean asymptotic value was 179.3 K. Of ten

experiments with composite models, the mean asymptotic

value was 182.1 K.
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V. Ablation of the Composite Material

The addition of nonsubliming material to the 002 had a

significant effect on the observed mass transfer from the

model. A change in mass transfer could be attributed to a

change in either the transfer coefficient, PeUeCH, or the

driving potential, B'. Had the reduction in mass loss been

solely the result of a reduced transfer coefficient, no

change in model temperature would be expected. The

slightly higher model temperatUres associated with• the

composite material and the high percentage of nonsubliming

material'dictated that a more.thorough analysis of the

ablating surface be performed..

Inspection of the enlarged speculated model of the

surface shown in Figure 140 suggests items for consideration.

First, the wall will most certainly be rough rather than

smooth. On a discrete level, the raised glass bead surface

probably receives more heat flux than the lower C02 surface,

especially considering the fact that the C02 is outgassing,

while the glass is not. The glass beads affect the mass

transfer of the C02 by constricting the surface area

available for sublimation, which causes a higherlocal mass

transfer rate at the subliming surface. The presence of

the beads also caused the 002 vapor to diffuse through

wells between the beads to the boundary layer.
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-00,/ Subliming Surface (s)

Figure 14. Model of Ablating Glass Bead - CO2 Surface

In this chapter the heat and mass transfer equations

which Were presented in simplified form in Chapter II are

reexamined with special attention given to the probable

microcosm of the glass bead-CO2 surface. The improved

.equations are then individually investigated, first the new

conservation of energy equation, then the conservation of

mass equation. Finally, the computational scheme used to

solve the coupled equations is presented.

Improved Ablation Model

To improve the modeling of the ablating surface, the

single control surface is replaced by the control volume

shown in Figure 15. The top of the control volume is the

fluid dynamic wall, which can be rouhly identified as the

top of the glass bead layer. The bottom of the volume is

the subliming surface.

The total solid mass flux entering the control volume

is immediately partitioned into that which will sublime, m,

and that which will not, m The expansion of the control
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£ Avflid Dynamic Wall(w

Subliming Surface (51

~int 'A

q= heat conducted into the interior
int

(qradnet = net radiative heat flux

Ki  mass fraction of the ith species

p = density of the gas

v normal velocity of the gas

h =:enthalpy

m = mass flux of the subliming material

y = distance above surface

T = temperature of the gas

D = binary diffusion coefficient

k = thermal conductivity of the gas mixture

m = glass bead mass flux
,

h = enthalpy of the glass beads at T

Ah* = increase in enthalpy of beads through

control volume

Subscripts:

s = solid phase immediately below sublimingsur fac,'
s uf

w = gas phase at fluid dynamic wall

1 = subliming specie

2 = "air"

Figure 15. Control Volume for Ablation Model
of the Composite Material
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surface to a control volume does not affect the conserva-

tion of overall mass and individual specie equations.

41 Rather than repeat the previous development, the important

results are listed.

m- (v) w  (2)

i(1-K ) = -(pD K (4)
ay w

The improved conserv tion of energy equation contains

all of the terms identified in Chapter II, including the

radiative heat flux term and the internal heat conduction

term, and some additional terms associated with the flux of

* the glass beads. The energy terms are shown schematically

and defined in Figure 15. The energy equation for this

system is

2

mh + m*h* [(k ') + E (pDh i T)w
5 • ayw i=l iyw (24)

00

+ m*(h* + Ah*) + (qrad~net + (pv)w hw + int

The terms in the bracket may be simplified under the unity

Lewis number assumption. Since this is a binary mixture,

the diffusion coefficient, D, is the same for both species

(Ref 4:450). First the Lewis number, which was defined in

Equation (7), is substituted into the bracketed expression.

k" y w + Le 2 (hi 25w
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-By definition, the specific heat of a nonreacting mixture is

C~p Z C K. (26)

and, from thermodynamic analysis, the specific heat at

constant pressure of a specie is

Z

Sbttthi (27)

Substituting these definitions into Equation (25), the

expression becomes

L 2

ahi ay 2 h (28))W [ 1 K y- + Le.Eh(8
S1j. Ti Tl

Given the general case, that enthalpy is a function of

temperature and pressure, the derivative of enthalpy with

distance y is

3h "_h 3! + -AP (29)
BY D p 9y +  P T ay4I

The enthalpy of an ideal gas is a function of temperature

only, but for any gas the second term is zero since the
pressure is assumedto be constant across the boundary

layer in the normal direction. Therefore Equation (28)

simplifies to

2 ah 2 K

C ( w D K= -- + Le E h - (30)
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Now, if it is assumed that Le = 1, the sum can be expressed

a' as

2 ah. aK._
W i (K -I + h (31)

Combining the differentials, the term simplifies to

k 2 k2F( )w Y (K ihi) w (-) )w- y (  Kh
iC w p i~l ihw

(32)

The comboined term is often referred to as the heat

conduction term and, as defined i.n Chapter II, it is

expressed as a coefficient times an enthalpy difference

rk ah) % ' h(k_.C Tyj PeUh (h r-h W )  (33)y~w = PeUeH~r(3I p
The driving potential is the-difference between the

recovery enthalpy and the enthalpy of the mixture at the

wall. The Stanton number is substituted into Equation (24),

and, after rearrangement, the equation becomes

P eCH (hr-h) - ;(hw-h s ) - m*Ah* (34)

=(rad nei; +  int

Further simplification requires a boundary layer

similarity result. The steady state conservation of mass

equation for a specie in a nonreacting boundary layer is

(Ref 12)
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U + K V (PD~ (35)
as ay ayV- ay

where" s = the streamwise coordinate

u = streamwise velocity

For the same system, the total enthalpy form of the

energy equation is

S2 + H _- 9Ha 1 (u2/2)as a-y +av y Payy Pr ay

-aK 
(36)

44
u2

~where: H = +-

Assuming that the Prandtl 'and Lewis numbers both e.qual

one, the last two terms of the energy equation drop out.

This assumption implies that the Schmidt number (Sc= pD/p),

the ratio of Prandtl number to Lewis number, is also one.

Therefore, p can be substituted for pD in Equation (35),

and the equations become

K. a I i
Pu + 1 - (37)-+ a a y -

PU Ts a a= (P -) (38)

One solution for Equation (37) and (38) is

Ki  = AiH + B1  (39)
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where Ai and Bi are constants for a given specie. The

constants for the subliming specie are evaluated by

* applying .the following boundary conditions:

-At the fluid dynamic wall:

0

i K= K and H = H = h +

At the boundary layer edge:

K =Ke = 0 and H =H

Equation (39) then becomes

K KW (He -H).
K = -(H-h) . (h-)

a W,

The derivative of Equation (40) with respect to y,'

evaluated at the wall is

a K) Kw
= TH-) ()l (41)

e w

and since H = h + u2/2, then

(al)) + (L)w (42)
8Y w ayww ayw

Substitution of Equation (42) into (41) yields

(K = Kw ,
w He-hw tyw (43)
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When Equation (43) is substituted into the conserva-I -tion of specie equation, Equaticn (), the result is

P1-D Kw - (44)-
w1K (He-*hw) 'y w

The total enthalpy at the edge, He , is equal to the

recovery enthalpy, hr' either at the stagnation point, or

everywhere if the Prandtl number is one. Application of

the unity Lewis number assumption and the definition of

the Stanton number finally yields Equation (12)

K
m =  ) PeUeCH (12)

As in Chapter II, the energy equation is now re-

arranged using the definition of the enthalpy of a mixture

and Equation (12) to yield

PU0(h -h) ;(0e eH hr-h2w) - lw-h s )  *h
(45)

rad net+ qint

Since the fluid dynamic wall temperature, Tw , can be

different from the temperature at the subliming surface,

T s the enthalpy ditference (hlw - h s ) can be divided into

the enthalpy of sublimation at T , A hsub, plus the enthalpy

required to raise the temperature of the vapor to TAh

When this distinction and the definition of B' are applied

to Equation (45), the result is
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B (hr-h2w) - (Ahsb + Ahw)- h_ M (46
(46)

(iradnet + iin t

Solving for B', Equation (46) becomes

(hr-h2w) (47)

B' - * + (qrad) (
(Ah ~i w -.- ne + _T(Ahsub Iw,s *_ m M,

If each term in the denominator is normalized by Ahsub, the

result is

B.1 hr - h2w ('8
Ahsub(l + X)

4 "

where: X = Z and

r(q adnet* A *, q int
Y, Ah 2 ;,&h 3 A

sub sub sub sub

The nondimensional parameter X is the sum of the relative

contribution of each term which was neglected in Chapter II.

The definition of B' is again applied to the continu-

ity of specie equation which can either be expressed in

terms of mass fraction or partial pressure.

Kw

B' - I -K w  (17)

MI1 Plw/P

B' M2 1- (Pl/P, (19)
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While Equations (17) and (19) are identical to-those

derived in Chapter II, neither the concentration nor the

partial pressure will be assumed to be equilibrium values.

The factors which influence the evaluation of the concen-

tration at the wall will be discussed following the

modeling of the additional terms of the energy equation.

The Ener vEquation

The nondimensional parameter X in the energy equation

can have either a positive or a negative value. If X were

zero, Equation (18) of Chapter II would be generated. Each

contribution to X will be separately evaluated.

Radiation Heat Transfer. X is the ratio of net heat

Z transfer by radiative process to the rate of heat absorp-

tion due to sublimation. Assuming the surroundings are

radiating as a black body at room temperature, the net flux

can be approximated by

e aT4 - aaTrom(49)(ad net w room

Further, assuming that the temperature difference is small

enough that c and a are approximately equal, the equation

simplifies to

(qrad)net cc 4 4 (50)-- *A (Tw -Tom

Ahsub MAsub  w room)
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A pure CO2 surface and a glass laden CO surface Would

probably have different e's, however both are assumed to be

unity for this approximation.

The next two contributions to X reflect the fact that

some energy can be absorbed by the solid and the gas pass-

ing through the control volume. The evaluation of these

terms requires an estimate of the temperature difference

across the control volume. In the development which

follows, a sphere is analyzed to determine the temperature

rise that is caused by an imposed.heat flux, and the

increase in ehergy implied by that temperature rise. Next

an analysis is performed to determine the thermal resist-

ance of the gas between the spheres. An analysis of the

relative resistances of the sphere, the gas columns, and

the boundary layer finally yields an estimate of the

temperature drop.

Sphere Analysis. It will be shown that the majority

of the heat flux to the model passes through the glass

beads. The thermal analysis of the beads requires certain

assumptions which cannot be directly verified. It is

assumed that the beads are spherical, and that they do not

leave the surface until the C 2 surface has receded to the

bead equator. It is further assumed that the thermal

response of the sphere is symmetrical about the axis normal

to the model surface - temperature is a function of radial

position r, and angle 0, Figure 16. While it might be

suspected that transient heat conduction solution would
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be required to obtain

the thermal response

of the sphere, steady

state solutions are a

adequate, Even at the S

highest mass transfer

rate, the surfaces.

receded at about 0.07 TO

mm/s, traveling one

bead depth is about. Figure 16. A Sphere Half Emerged

two seconds. The From the CO.

Fourier modulus, defined as the thermal diffusivity times

the time divided by the square of the radius, is the

nondimensional time scale with which transient fluxes are

correlated. By the time the modulus is equal to unity, the

transient flux in a sphere is negligible. With the small

radius of the glass beads, the modulus becomes greater than

one within 0.01 seconds. The steady state heat conduction

equation, in spherical coordinates, for the axisymmetrical

temperature distribution is (Ref 20:135)

2 a2
2r E + r2 a2T + ctn9 2T + T 2 (51)Drr ag P Do O a 0 0

There is an analytical solution to this problem in the form

of the Legendre polynomial series. Unfortunately, unless

the surface temperature is of a fortuitous distribution,

convergence can require a prohibitive number of terms.
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While several numerical programs were available which

could solve the conduction problem in rectangular form, it

was decided that it would be more fruitful to write a

relaxation routine to solve the spherical problem directly.

The program computed internal temperatures for a specified

surface temperature distribution, the heat flux through the

sphere, and the amount of energy stored in the sphere above

the amount it would have had at a uniform minimum tempera-

*ture level.

Solutions were obtained for two cases: I) a cosine

distribution from a maximum TM at 9 = 0 to the minimum

T 0 at 0 = 1, II) a cosine distribution over the top

hemisphere and a constant T on the bottom hemisphere. The

* first case is actually the first Legendre polynomial, which

supplied a good test case for the program. The resulting

temperature distributions are shown in Figure 17 and the

nondimensional heat flux and energy storage are shown in

Table III.

These two cases bracket the expected result. If the

temperature distribution is symmetrical about the equator,

as in Case I, the mean energy stored in the bead is half

the amount it would have if it reached a uniform TM. If

the CO2 maintained the bottom surface at an approximately

constant temperature, T0 , the energy gain is about one

fourth the uniform TM value. The fluxes remained

essentially equal. These results were the relations used

to estimate the expected temperature difference and the

resulting increase in energy because of that difference.
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Table III

Summary of Theoretical Predictions for Heat Flux

and Energy Gain of a Sphere

CASE Q AE
kna(Tm-TO) PC (4/3)'r a3 (TM-To)

I 0.5 0.5

II 0.5 0.24

Gas Column Analysis. In order to estimate the heat

flux through the bead, the thermal resistance of a gas

column must be estimated. For analysis, assume the

idealized geometry of three spheres half exposed from the

surface as shown in Figure 18. Th6 column of interest

begins as a triangle at the top of the beads with an area

of IT a2 and bottoms in the shaded region which has an

area 2 a 2. The area at any intermediate plane x is

22Arx) M E(2 VT --Tr)a2 2

A(x2) + x (52)

Assuming no heat flow out of the gas column to the glass

walls, a quasi-one dimensional expression for the heat

transferred through.afhy plane is

-k - A(x) (53)
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The solution of this equation with the.boundary conditions

that the temperature at the top of the column is TM and at

the bottom is T0 is

2Q - T tan-l 2 (54)TM-To = k-a 2 3_ - 2,/ (5

Evaluating the constants and rearranging the equation

yields

0.127 (55)

7r ka(. O

2a --- To

Figure 18. Idealized Gas Column Geometry
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Resistance Network Analysis.. Finally a ,network can be

constructed to represent the system. A "unit cell" of

surface consists of one glass bead. and two gas columns with

a total cross sectional area of 2 'T a2. The network is

shown in Figure 19. The heat flux thiough the boundary

layer is

S= PeUeCHC(Te-Tw)A (56)

Therefore, the thermal resistance is

R = AT
BL-QBL -1(57)B u PeUeCHCp 2 3 a2

For the glass bead, using the results of the sphere analysis

QGB = 1/2 kGB a(Tw-Ts) (58)

Therefore

RGB = 2 kGB a (59)

For two gas columns

Qc = 2 wkGAS a(Tw-Ts)(O.127) (60)

Therefore

R 4 (61)c lT1GAS a

The overall resistance of the network is

RGB RC
SR = RB + RGB  + C

5BL RGB+RC
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-The resistance of the glass

bead is about two orders of I

magnitud3 less than either RaL
the boundaiy layer-or the

air columns; therefore, the

overall resistance to heat

flux is essentially the

boundary layer resistance.

Since the temperature

difference imposed on the

columns and the bead is the Figure 19. Resistance
Network

same

WT -TS = QGB RGB QCRC (63)

The ratio of the heat fluxes is

QGB R C

-- = (64)
C RGB

Considering the order of magnitude of the resistances,

essentially all of the flux is through the beads. The

flux through the bead is, then, approximately equal to the

flux through the boqndary layer; therefore

ATBL ATGB-- RB = R-G (65)
QBL RBL RGB.

Equation (65) is the important relation for estimation

of the temperature difference between the fluid dynamic
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II
1

wall and the subliming surface, which is assumed to be ATGB.

Enthalp Increase of the Evolved Solids. The enthalpy

increase, Ah*, corresponds to the energy increase per unit

mass as predicted by the glass bead aralysis.

* AE (6
Ah =6 P (4/3 7r a3 )

It is assumed that the actual value of this quantity is

bracketed by the predictions for Case I and Case II shown

in Table III. If the average of the two cases is used,

then X2 is

__*Ah* (m* )(0 '37)C ATAh - (67)Ahsub A hsub

Enthaloy Increase of the Evolved Gases. X is the
3

ratio of the heat absorption rate .of the gas while increas-

ing in temperature from Ts to Tw, to the heat absorption

rate due to sublimation, which is

W's = Cp(Ts-Tw) (68)
Ahsub A hsub

Internal Heat Conduction. X4 is the ratio of the

internal heat flux to the heat absorption rate due to

sublimation. This term is composed of a transient rate as

the model cools and a steady state rate if any temperature

differences persist. The transient heat flux can be
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estimated with standard techniques and will be discussed in

the next chapter. A mechanism will be described later

whereby the front of the model could be maintained at a

different temperature than the sides. Assuming that the

front of the model responds to this in a way similar to a

sphere with a cosine temperature distribution on one

hemisphere and a'constant temperature on the other (Case

II), the results of the glass bead analysis can be applied.

The predicted heat flux at the high temperature point is

qr = 0.8 (69)kaT

Therefore

qint = (0.8) k (Ts- Tit) (70)

mAhsub r m Ahsub

The Conservation of Specie Equation

The result of the more thorough analysis showed that

Equation (17) of Chapter II also applies to the ablation

of the composite material. In this case, the concentration

of CO2 at the fluid dynamic wall is not necessarily that

determined by phase equilibrium at the wall temperature.

Three phenomena cultd cause the concentration to be

otherwise. The first is the possibility that the sublima-

tion temperature is different from the wall temperature,

the second is that the concentration could be attenuated

between the subliming surface and the fluid dynamic wall,
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* and finally, because of the mass transfer, the vapor

*.. pressure of the CO2 at the subliming surface could be

something less than the equilibrium value.

Temperature Difference. The possibility of a differ-

ence between the fluid dynamic wall temperature, Tw , and

sublimation temperature, Ts , must be accounted for in the

simultaneous solution of the mass and energy conservation

equations. It is the fluid dynamic wail temperature which

is required to determine energy transfer; the sublimation

temperature controls the mass transfer. In the simultane-

ous solution, the temperature difference is assumed to be

the difference across the glass beads, and is computed

using Equation (65).

Concentration Attenuation. If the columns of gas

between the glass beads were essentially stagnant with

respect to the boundary layer flow, the only mass flux

would be normal to the surface. This can be most reason-

ably imagined at or very near the stagnation point where

velocities parallel to the wall are quite low. The result

of this situation is a diffusion well effect which causes

attenuation of concentration levels (Ref 4:452). Given the

arbitrary well ge6metry shown in Figure 20, the quasi-one

dimensional equation for the flow rate of a specie is

A(x) LKi(Pv) - PD !S-] (71)
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If the area is constant, the resulting concentration

distribution is

I'Kw  pvI-K- exp( y) (72)

Furthermore, if a surface

were completely covered

with one dimensional

wells of infinitesimal

wall.thickness, then the

mass flux in the well

(pv) would .also be the

fluid dyhamic wall flux,

m. Given walls of finite

thickness, the one dimen-

sional analysis could be Figure 20. Arbitrary Geometry
for

used with an adjustment Diffusion Analysis

to the mass flux by the

ratio of well area to surface area, F.

(pv) = F (73)

An improved approximation for the glass bead simulation is

to perform a quasi-one dimensional analysis using the

idealized gas column geometry shown in Figure 18. The

concentration attenuation for a well depth y, no greater

than a, is
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- (Pv)_ a/ 1 I1-Kw= exlpf (tan"(74

(a- )

where (pv)w = i, the mass flux at the top of the well

Nonequilibrium Sublimation. The pure CO2 models

exhibited the traits of a system experiencing nonequilibrium

sublimation, which are a mass loss rate lower than the

analytical prediction of an equilibrium model and a wall

temperature higher than the prediction (Ref 1). The

definition of the equilibrium vapor pressure is that pres-

• sure which exists in a closed apabe over a liquid or solid

with no net mass transfer through the phase interface and

with no other substances ptpsent. Since the ablation

environment is quite different, nonequilibrium effects are

possible. This effect has been investigated by many

authors. The direct result of nonequilibrium vaporization

is a decrease in partial pressure below the equilibrium

value. For nonequilibrium vaporization (Ref 18 and 23)

(P e-P) = -p -2RT/M (75)
eq. S

where: a = The coefficient of vaporization

R = The universal gas constant

M = Molecular weight

and s indicates the phase interface
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The coupled effect of the inclusion of nonequilibrium

vaporization in the heat and mass transfer equations for

ablation of pure CO2 in air is shown in Figure 21. The

effect is negligible at low mass flux levels, but as the

ratio of mass flux to coefficient of vaporization reaches a

2
threshold value of 10 kg/m2 s, the effect becomes quite

dramatic.

Application of the nonequilibrium vaporization

equation to the glass bead - CO2 model requires a correc-

tion to the mass flux term. The glass beads block the

surface area available for vaporization; therefore,

continuity of mass requires an increase in the mass flux at

the phase boondary which aggravates the nonequilibrium

condition. Again, using the glass bead surface model shown

in Figure 18, the CO2 mass flux at the subliming surface

required to sustain the mass flux i at the fluid dynamic

wall is

m m 2 A (76)
2r3- 2 (Y/a) + (Y/a)2

Substituting rs into the nonequilibrium equation, the model

for the glass bead C02 surface is

2 /6 RT MI
(P P) = () s77)
eq s 2r3- 2 (Y/a) + (Y/a) 2
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Computation Scheme
- The improved B' equations must be solved simultane-

ously to determine the overall effect on the CO2 mass loss.

A B' prediction program was written to include the

discussed effects and is shown schematically in Figure 22.

The system is no longer independent of the heat transfer

coefficient, so p-eueC must be supplied as input. The.

inclusion of nonequilibrium sublimation necessitates the

input of a first estimate for the temperature at the sub-

liming surface.
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INPUT Pojo, y

COMPUTETPUT

COMPUTE KwsOPUEB

EQUATION 17EUTIN4

COMPUTE KsOPUET
IDEAL GASEQUATIONS6

EQUATIONS7

COMPUTE Poq fCOMPUTE Ts
mEQUILIBRIUM

___________EQUATION 77 YAP. TEMP.

Figure 22. Iterative Scheme to Predict BI and Model

Temperatures For Glass Bead - Co2 Composite
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VI. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results

While it would be desirable to subject the models to a

broad range of heat transfer conditions, the actual range

was quite narrow. Excluding Run 4, the average value of

stagnation point PeueCH for both pure C02 and composite

experiments was 0.227 t 0.021 kg/m2 . s. This stagnation

point mean value and the BLIMP distribution around the

hemispherical nose, scaled to the meanstagnation value,

became the base line for the theqretical results which

follow. Before attempting to predict the composite

response, the pv" CO2 prediction model is examined. The

base line environmental conditi6ns for the pure C02 results

were P = 0.976 atm and Tair = 280K, the average for those

runs*

Pure Carbon Dioxide Models

Two corrections to the simple theory which could

affect the ablation performance of the pure C02 models are

nonequilibriu& sublimation and radiant heat flux. When

these phenomena, Equations (50) and (75), were added to the

simplified ablation equations presented in Chapter II, a

coefficient of vaporization equal to 0.0005 brought the

theoreticall predicted mass loss into closest agreement

with the experimental mass loss data and improved the

temperature agreement as shown in Figure 23. Since more

confidence was placed on the mass loss data, the
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Figure 23. Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium Predictions Compared to

Experimental Results of Pure CO2 Models--All Normalized by

Equilibrium Theory Stagnation Point Mass Loss Prediction

T 280K, P =0.967 atm, o(= 0.0005)
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vaporization coefficient was chosen to fit the mass loss

data rather than the temperature data, which would have

resulted in a coefficient of 0.0003. The effect of the

nonequilibrium sublimation is to reduce the partial

pressure of tha CO2 at the surface. Referring to the

conservation of species equation

_ MI Plw/P

B' - 2 1 - (PlW/p) (19)

a reduced partial pressure results in a reduced B'. In

order to then satisfy the energy equation

Bhr-h 2w

B' Ahsub(l + X)

there must be an increase in wall temperature. The radia-

tion term is only a 1.5% correction and hardly affected the

solution.

The evaporation coefficients of most materials are not

known. Scala (Ref 18) lists several of the known coeffi-

cients which vary from approximately one for water ice to

10-6 for red phosphorus. It is also known that the value

of the coefficient reduces with a decrease in temperature

(Ref 9). While a value of 0.0005 is lower than most known

values, it does not appear to be out of the question.

There are not many other reported CO. mass loss uxperimeats

to examine. Spalding and Chriotie (Ref 25) report experi-

mental results which were 13 to 20 percpnt below their
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theoretical predictions; however, the mass loss rates were

sufficiently low that nonequilibrium effects could only

improve their agreement by less than two percent.

As a result of these corrections, the predicted B' and

T are no longer constant around the body. The variable

wall temperature gives rise to steady state heat transfer

through the nosetip; therefore, internal heat conduction

should have also been listed as a potential correction

term. However, the slight temperature difference for the

pure CO2 models is too small to significantly affect the

solution.

Glass Bead - Carbon Dioxide Models

Nonequilibrium Model. Using the iterative scheme

outlined in Figure 22, ablation predictions were obtained

for the glass bead-CO2 models using the base line heat

transfer distributions and average environmental conditions

of P = 0.967 atm and Tair = 273K. Parametric solutions in

terms of stagnation point diffusion well depth were

obtained using the previously deduced value of 0.0005 for

the coefficient of vaporization. In the case of the

composite models, the temperature variation around the body

is significant and a consistent method is required to

determine the internal heat flux. As discussed in Chapter 7,

the side wall temperature, assumed equal to the temperature

o? the subliming surface at the 90 degree location, is used

in conjunction with the Case II spherical conduction
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solution to approximate the internal conduction term,F Equation (70). The special input conditions for the

solution at the 90 degree location were the convective heat

flux from the BLIMP distribution, negligible internal heat

transfer as predicted by the Case II solution, and a

diffusion well depth which could be different from that

epecified for the stagnation point. The average geometrical

well depth is probably the same around the body and was

assumed to be so for the calculation of mass flux at the

subliming surface in Equation (77). Yet, the depth for

diffusion purposes probably decreases as increased boundary

layer velocities promote circulation between the beads. In

order to bracket this effect, the following distributions

were examined:

1) Ydiff = y (A constant around the hemisphere)

2) Ydiff y (cos @)

3) Ydiff y (Ue max- e (See Figure 3)

For each case,,a geometrical well depth, y, was assumed,

the ablation solution for the 90 degree location was

obtained, and Ts for that location was specified as the

internal temperature fDr the ablation solutions around the

body.

The stagnation point solutions are shown in the B'

versus T plot, Figure 24, for Cases 2 or 3 which had a

negligible well depth at the 90 degree location. If the
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entire stagnation point mass flux decrease is attributed to

a decrease in B', the required B' value is 0.126, which is

obtained with an average geometrical well depth of 50 Rm..

The effect of this depth on mass loss and temperature

around the nose is shown in Figure 25. This model is quite

insensitive to the way in which diffusion well depth is

varied about the body. The mass loss distribution is

reasonably well described by these models; however, the

predicted internal temperature of 186K for the zero side

wall cases is higher than the observed average asymptotic

value of 182K.

Equilibrium Model. Since the deduced value of the

vaporization coefficient could not be substantiated in the

literature, an equilibrium sublimation model was also

investigated. The nonequilibrium effect can be easily

nullified by specifying a value of one for the coefficient

of vaporization. In this case the assumption is made that

the aerodynamic prediction of heat and mass transfer for

this shape is 6.5% high for both the pure CO2 and the

composite which brings the base line stagnation point mass

flux down to 0.212 kg/m2 .s. The average experimental mass

Ilux is 23% below the new base line, which is equivalent to

a reduction of B' to 0.135.

The ablation response as a function of well depth for

A the cases with negligible side wall diffusion depth are

shown in Figure 26. In order to reduce B' to 0.135, a well

depth of 80 Im is required, which is in excess of the bead
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radius of 60 pm. The quasi-one dimensionl solution for

the concentration attenuation probably under predicts the

actual two dimensional axisymmetrical process, so an

"effective well depth" of 80 pm could have physical

significance.

It was possible to reduce the B' to 0.135 for the case

of constant well depth; however, an effective depth of

almost three times the bead radius was required. Referring

to Figure 26, the success of the zero side wall well depth

assumption in reducing B' was a strong function of the

internal heat conduction promoted by the low side wall

temperature. The parameter X is the measure of divergence

of the sblution from the simple ablation theory energy

equation which is also plotted. a positive X results in a

solution below the line, negative X solutions are above.

With a side well as deep as the stagnation point well, the

internal temperature rises with well depth at about the

same rate as the stagnation point sublimation temperature,

thereby keeping the internal heat conduction contribution

to X low as shown by the proximity of wall temperature to

the energy line in Figure 27.

Anothpr interesting feature of the model is also

exhibited in Figure 27; increasing well depth has a limit

in its ability to decrease B'. This figure was generated

by increasing well depth up to 60 4m using Equation (74),

then adding a multiplicative factor to the exponent,

keeping the 60 4m value constant in the trigonometric
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expression. Hence, effective well depths in excess of

60 gm were generated and indicated by the factor on the

chart. The value x 1.5 can be interpreted as a well with

an effective depth 1.5 times that of the ideal 60 pm depth.

When the combination of mass flux and well depth reaches a

sufficiently high value, the concentration of CO2 at the

bottom of the well reaches 100%. The stagnation point

wells saturate before the side wall wells since side wall

mass flux is lower. Increasing depth no longer affects the

stagnation point wells, but finally saturates the side wall

wells which reach the same temperature as the stagnation

point sublimation surface-the carbon dioxide surface

temperature in equilibrium with carbon dioxide vapor with a

partial pressure equal to the ambient pressure.

The mass flux and wall temperature predicted for the

zero side wall well depth cases are shown in Figure 28. In

these solutions there is a significant dependence on the

manner in which well depth is varied. The predicted mass

flux for the case of well depth as a function of edge

velocity actually increases with distance from the stagna-

tion point to about the 45 degree position, which was

observed in some of the experiments.

Two Phase Flow Effect on Transfer Coefficients. The

previous results were computed assuming that the boundary

layer heat and mass transfer coefficients were unaffected

by the presence of the glass beads. Reduced mass flux can
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also be the result of a drop in transfer coefficient or a

combination of changes in both B' and PeUeCHG A parametric

study was performed of the combinations of PeUeCH' well

depth, and coefficient of vaporization whichi would yield a

mass flux of 0.0288 kg/m2 "s, which is equal to a 28% reduc-

tion of the simple theory mass flux prediction at the base

line condition. The more probable zero side wall diffusion

depth models were used. The results are shown in Figure 29;

also shown are the predicted internal temperatures associ-

ated with the parametric combinations. It is evident from

this figure that the knowledgeoof internal temperature and

either well depth or coefficient of vaporization is suffi-

cient to determine the combingtion of pand B'PeeCHad

responsible for the reduced mass flux.

The inost consistent explanation-of the experimental

results was obtained by using the average recorded minimum

temperature, 182K, as the internal temperature and the

previously deduced value of coefficient of vaporization,

0.0005. The intersection of these values on Figure 29

occurs near the 40 gm well depth curve and corresponds to

a transfer coefficient of 0.213 kg/m2. s. The average well

depth, which is two thirds of the bead radius, seems

reasonable. The slight reduction in transfer coefficient

is not altogether unexpected since the beads must be

accelerated at the expense of boundary layer gas momentum

which thickens the boundary layer. With higher velocities

and, consequently, higher Reynolds numbers, the effect on
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transfer coefficient could be reversed. The disturbances

caused by the solid particles and the rough wall would be

expected to cause boundary layer transition to turbulent

flow at a lower than usual Reynolds number, which would be

accompanied by the increased heat'transfer associated with

turbulent flow (Ref 19:509). Prior to transition, the

rough wall has little effect on the laminar transfer

coefficients (Ref 19:580).

It should be recognized that -the single embedded

thermQcouple does not provide the important temperature

variations in time and space required to definitely specify

the internal temperature; yet the fact that the recorded

temperature remained for a significant period at or very

near the asymptotic value suggpsts that the indicated

minimum temperature is a good estimate of the internal

temperature for the theoretical model. Future experimenta-

tion could revise the value for the coefficient of vapori-

zation; although, as shown in Figure 29, greater values

would require deeper and, therefore, more unreasonable well

depths. In fact this theoretical model predicts that

values'of coefficient of vaporization greater than about

0.0015 are not admissible with a 182K internal temperature.

The optimum analytical model to correlate the data of

this experiment is that the glass beads czused a 6%

reduction in the stagnation point boundary layer transfer

coefficient and a 23% drop in B' -due to the presence of

beads at the surface. The effect of this model on mass
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flux and temperature is compared to.the experimental data

in Figure 30 as a function of the single phase flow

trTansfer coefficient. This plot is based on the assumption

that the two phase flow effect has caused a constant 6%

reduction in transfer coefficient, which is probably a good

assumption over the narrow range of the experiment.

Further experimentation is required to improve the func-

tional relationship with transfer coefficient.

Relative Magnitudes of Correction Terms

The actual value of each correction varied with the

particular case chosen; however certain trends were evident.

Two of the contributions to X, the increase in enthalpy of

the glass beads and the evolved gas from Ts to .Tw, were

always quite negligible compared to the heat absorbed by

sublimation. Typically they were only one percent each for

the base line solutions. The relative radiation flux term

was a negative two percent effect at the base l:'ne condi-

tion, and internal condktion at the stagnation point

varied from one percent to nearly four percent for the

equilibrium solutions which had the lowest side wall

temperatures. Since the radiation term has the opposite

sign from h other contributions, the net correction to

the energy equation was never very significant. This is

graphically illustrated in Figures 24, 26, and 27 by the

fact that the predicted wall temperature is quite close to

the reference line plot of the simple energy equation.
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The transient conduction was estimated using th6

solutions presented in Schneider (Ref 20:246). While heat

and mass transfer processes actually. begin when the model

is removed from the mold, an upper bound for the transient

conduction can be established if it is assumed that the

model temperature is initially uniform at the measured

* internal temperature at the time of modbl insertion

(Figure 13-A) and subjected to an instantaneous chaige in

surface temp,rature to the asymptotic temperature (Figure

13-B). Since the area of interest isthe hemispherical

nosetip, the'solution for a sphere is used. The thermal

conductivity and di'fusivity of both pure CO2 and the

composite are approximately equal; therefore the internal

heat flux for all models is approximately the same. The

result of this analysis was that the transient heat flux is

initially very high and can remain a significant contribu-

tiun to the energy equation for approximately thirty

seconds. The heat .flux is toward the surface, a negative

contribution to X, and consequently causes a higher %iass

flux. The initial assumptions for this analysis must have

been too conservativ since no genera] trend of high

initial mass transfer rates was observed. The heat and

mass transfer generated in the free corvection portion of

the experiment must have established the internal tempera-

ture gradient well enough that the transient effects were

* negligible. Therefore, transient heat conduction was not

included in the improved modeling of this experiment.
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The most significant effects were cauied by altera-

tions in the application of the simple conservation of

species equation. Because of the diffusion wells, the

concentration of CO2 was attenuated 69% from the subliming

surface bo the fluid dynamic wall at the stagnation point

for the nonequilibrium solution. The deepe: wells required

for the equilibrium solutions caused an'attenuation of more

than 75%. The nonequilibrium sublimation effect, which

* caused a 0.12 atm reduction in CO2 partial pressure for the

pure CO2 predictions, was amplified to an 0.73 atm reduc-

tion because of the higher local mass flux due to the

blockage of surface area by the glass beads. The two

phenomena, diffusion well attenuation and nonequilibrium

sublimation, have 'the similar net effect in that they cause

a reduction of the available 002 c6ncentratinon at the wall

for a given surface temperature. This reduces the potential

B' in accordance with Equation (17) or (19), which results

in a higher wall temperature to satisfy the energy equation.

The difference in temperature from the subliming surface to

the fluid dynamic wall was only about three degrees. While

this had a negligible effect on the energy equationi, it

decreased the convective heat flux to the srfac e by about

three percent, reducing the energy available for sublima-

tion and, hence, the B'.

General Applicability of Results

This research is the first investigation of thermo-

*mechanical ablation in which a known amount of solid
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"material was introduced into the boundary lay.& of an

I *ablating body. The solid addition resulted in significant

departures from pure thermochemical ablation performance.

The causes of the different response have been identified.

It is the purpose of this section to d4scuss those

* phenomena which have applicability to the ablation perform-

ance of actual reentry vehicle materials or more general

applicability.

Tihe commonly used assumption that the thermomechani-

cally removed material departs the surface with the same

enthalpy as the material coming up to the ablating surface

was shown to be not always true, but probably a good

approximation. The mechanically removed mass fraction in

the simulation was very high, 0.71, which would tend to

amplify this effect. Yet, in spite of the definite

temperature increase of the beads, when properly normalized,

the increase in solid enthalpy contributed only a 1%

correction to the energy equation.

The possibility of two phase flow effects on the

boundary layer -transfer coefficients has general applica-

bility. For the conditions of the experiment, a 6%

reduction in transfer coefficient was realized. This is

generally less than the precision of current ablation test

data, or accuracy of prediction capability, but must be

* considered as ablation prediction and testing techniques

improve. The utilization of the techniques of this experi-

ment to investigate two phase boundary layer phenomena in
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general has promise. The data reduction and analy~tal

techniques required to determine the effects on -iansfer

- coefficient have been developed in this research.

The concentrati6n attenuation thrbugh the difisi,-n

wells' which had a large influence on this experiment,

probably also affects the ablation performance of graphIt-is

and composite materials. Real materials are not perfectl3,

homogeneous; as ablation progresses the surfaces roughen ac

lower density matrix areas recede faster than higher

density grains or re-inforcements (Ref. 9 and 17). Micro-

cracking increases indepth poro'.ty and some indepth

sublimation occurs (Ref 9). The glass bead simulation

produced'diffusion wells which were easily modeled because

of the nonsubliming walls; yet very ablating rough wall,

especially in the vicinity of the stagnation point, has

regions which are not realizing the full benefit of the

convective currents of the boundary layer. Therefore, the

diffusion well effect is probably present, to some degree,

whenever ablation occurs.

Of general interest is the result that CO2 exhibits a

rather strong nonequilibrium effect. Since nc reference to

this could be found in the literature, this should be

independently verified. Embedding nonsubliming particles

in a subliming substance is a unique method of amplifying

nonequilibrium effects by blocking the area available for

mass transfer. Unfortunately, since the question of

nonequilibrium sublimation of graphite is of current
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interest,* there is no known substance which can perform
the same function at the temperatures of ablating graphite(greater than 3500K). Currently, graphite specimens are
being arc jet tested over a lo'rge range of transfer
coefficient to determine the departure from equilibrium
predictions. The surface roughness of ablating graphite
probably tends to alleviate the nonequilibrium effect since
roughness increases the surface area available for mass

* transfer.

* AFML Contract F33615-74-C-5094 with the Acurex Corporation
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VII. Conclusion

The heat and mass transfer effects of thermomechanical

ablation were investigated by simulating this phenomena

with embedded glass bead spheres in solid carbon dioxide

(CO2) ablation modbls. Composite and pure CO2 models,

which were approximately 25 mm diameter hemispherical

forebodies with cylindrical afterbodies, were ablated in a

low speed jet at approximately ambient pressure and 00 C

conditions. The pure CO2 models performed generally in the

manner predicted by simple equilibrium ablation theory and

. :laminar heat transfer results; however, the stagnation

point mass flux was 6.2% lower than that predicted and the

temperature was slightly higher. These anomalies can be

explained as a nonequilibrium sublimation effect, with a

coefficient of vaporization of 0.0005 yielding the best fit

of the experimental data. The effect of the glass bead

addition was threefold: (1) The C02 iaass flux was reduced

by 23% at the stagnation point, which was 28% below the

simple ablation theory prediction. (2) The CO2 mass flux

around the hemisphere did not monotonically decrease with

cistance from the stagnation point, but remained constant

or increased slightly with distance from the stagnation

point to beyond the 45 degree location b. fore decreasing.

(3) The internal temperavire was increased approximately 3K.
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A reduction in analytically predicted mass flux can be

accomplished by reducing either the transfer coefficient,

PeUeC H, or the potential for mass transfer, B'. An analysis

was performed which considered the possibility of a reduced

transfer coefficient and modeled those phenomena which

could change the predicted B', which is generally

accompanied by a change in model temperature. The modeled

effects were nonequilibrium sublimation, radiative heat

transfer, internal heat conduction, concentration attenua-

tion through the diffusion wells caused by the protrusion

of the densely packed glass beads through the C02 surface,

and the consequences of heat flux through the glaGs beads

to the subliming surface. The average diffusion well depth

was left'as a free parameter in the analysis.

The most consistent explanation of the data was that

in the ablation of the composite models there was a 6%

reduction in the boundary layer transfer coefficient due 'Co

two-phase flow effects and a 23% reduction in the B'. The

reduction in B' was primarily the result of reduced

available 002 at the fluil dynamic wall due to the combined

effects of (1) concentration attenuation through diffusion

wells with an average depth of 2/3 of the radius of the

glass beads, and (2) reduced surface area available for

sublimation which amplified the nonequilibrium sublimation

effect. Some reduction in masE flux was due to the insula-

ting effect of the glass beads which maintained a K degree

drop in temperature between thE fluid dynamic wall and the
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subliming surface, and the predictedsteady state internal

heat flux fr-)m the stagnation point to the side walls.

Radiative heat flux, transient internal conduction, and

reduced heat flux to the CO2 due to the increase in glass

bead temperature at the surface were ielatively insignifi-

cant.

This research yielded aspects of the ablation process

which are applicable to reentry vehicle materials. The

diffusion well effect is probably present, to some degree,

for any ablating material. Two phase flow effects on the

boundary layer transfer coefficients should be considered

whenever a large fraction of solid material enters the

boundary layer. The commonly used assumption that the

solids depart the surface with the same enthalpy as the

material coming up to the surface has been shown to be a

good approximation.
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VIII. Recommended Improvements to the Experiment

Further experimentation is recomiended to confirm the

value'used for the coefficient of vaporization, improve the

estimate of internal temperature, and further investigate

the two phase flow boundary layer phenomena.

An independent estimate of the coefficient of vaporiza-

tion should be made using existing physical chemistry

procedures such as the Knudson Cell Experiment. In lieu of

that, the problem can be indirectly addressed by performing

the ablation experiment with smaller beads. The result of

bead radius on B', as predictdd by equilibrium and non-

equilibrium models, is shown iii Figure )1. The equilibrium

model predicts a gradual trend toward the simple ablation

model prediction as bead radius and, hence, well depth

decrease. The nonequilibrium solution predicts only a

slight change in B' and Tw since the percentage of surface

area blocked by the beads is not a function of bead size;

therefore, the nonequilibrium effect remains constant even

though the diffusion well depth is reduced.

Improved temperature measuring capability is strongly

recommended in any future experiments. An increased number

of quick response thermocouples precisely positioned with

protection from the influence of the center rod would

A! resolve questions of actual internal temperature and

internal temperature gradients influencing either transient
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-or steady heat conduction.

The possibility of reduced boundary layer transfer

coefficients due to two-phase flow effects could be further

investigated using beads of varying density. Reduced bead

material density would certainly reduce the two .phase flow

effect on the boundary layer; yet the net' effect on

predicted B' and internal temperature wQuld be negligible

since this would only affect the solution through the
corrections to the energy equation which were quite insig-

nificant.
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APPENDIX A

BLIMP

The Boundary Layer Integral Matrix Procedure (BLIMP)

was written by Bartlett and Kendall (Ref 2). This code can

compute a boundary layer along an ablating body including

the nonsimilar terms for a general chemical system and

incorporates approximate formulations for mixture transport

properties, including unequal mass diffusion and thermal

diffusion coefficients for all species. A laminar flow

solution was obtained up to the hemisphere-cyiinder tangent

using the velocity distribution shown in Figure 3. BLIMP

was run in -he mode which uses a complete surface mass and

energy balance for wall boundary conditions with the "quasi-
steady" assumption that in= n (s - ho), where is

the heat conduction into the ir.terior, and ho is the

enthalpy associated with the asymptotic interior tempera-

ture. In order to insure that the BLIMP prediction would

be comparable to the approximate theory, the interior

temperature assigned to the CO2 for BLIM4P was wall tempera-

ture predicted by the approximate theory. The "air" for

BLIMP was a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen. The input

environmental conditions were: P = 0.976 atm, T = 273K,

velocity = 30.5 m/s, and nose radius = 10 nm.
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L. -
BLIMP solves the boundary layer equations directly

. including the mass 'addition at the wall, so the unblown

heat transfer coefficient arid blowing correction are not

nbrmally determined. For purposes of bomparison, BLIMP

was run a second time with no mass addition at the wall

and in the fixed wall temperature mode using the tempera-

ture computed with mass addition. The comparison for the

stagnation point is shown in Table I in the body of the

dissertation. The predicted heat transfer coefficient

around the hemisphere is shown in Figure A-1. The

-, predicted concentration profiledacross the stagnation

- * point boundary layer are shown in Figure A-2.

After the BLIMIP run, it Was discovered that the input

C02 vapor pressure-temperat're. equilibrium correlaion was

not very accurate in the temperature regime of interest
..

for the experiment, Since the .primary purpose .of the

BLIMP was thc verification of the simple theory and the

prediction of the relative distribution of heat and mass

flux around the hemisphere, it was not necessary to

perform a computation with the improved correlation.
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Experimental Asymptotic Temperature Values

Run deUeCH Temperature

New Old (kg/m 2 .s) (K)

Pure CO2 Data
1 1 0,209 177

3 3 0.225 182
- 20 0,254 179

Composite Data

7 0.292 181

- 10 0.267, 182

4 11 0.324. 0 185
, 5 12 0.248 182

- 15 0:225 183

6 16 0.224 183

- 18 0.194 182

- 19 0.307 184

9 22 0.217 179
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Run I

Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00401 g/Cm Os

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized
3 3

_______cm/s (x103  g/cm -S (X-10

*Stag Pt 2.450 .3.92 0.978
15 right 2.375 3.80 0.948
15 left 2.399 3.84 0.957
30 right 2.382 3.81 0.950
30 l eft, 2.319 3.71 0.925

*45 right 2.333 3.73 0.930
45 l eft 2.251 3.60' 0.898
60 right 2.107 -3.37 0.940
60 left 2.104 3.37 0.840
75 right 1.892 3.03 0.757
75 left 1.871 2.99 0.746
90 right 1.407 '2.25 0.561

90 left 1.268 2.03 0.506
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MOR POINTS I 11IRU 16. Y 0.002300 * 0.0142

4. ... . ELRiPSED -Ti- i7E .:<2mT 109

HE1AT113 U



S. 
. .

• 
.Iii

IBLqTW I NRU I

LIIVi.. 
.

FOR POINTS 2 mw 6, Y - 0.002333 *"1"* 0.0218S

1 POINTS I nel 12, y - 0.002082 * T * 0.03320

POINPTS I THAI 16, V. 0.002206 * 0.0193

ELFIFP > TIME <SE;C>L 
.CRT I:N RUN I

I.I
REEII LINgLINE 9 ..

Lu

FOR VONTS 2 111iK 6, Y i).001046 T 7 *0.028961FOR POINTS 7 1IIRU 13, Y - 0.0024 0.00200

FOR POI?%T. I 111RU 16, Y - 0.00-2. 3 T 0.00721S

* ELRFISED T I ME SEC >

I . . ~ , .1 1 0



- ~iBI~T IIJON RUIN

UI 
4

.. 1

IS

.2 2w:a

~L~fEj~TIME <E>

R~13FT I ON RUN I

LINE III

F~ Pt~s~ 11RJ 0.0020

FOR POW~S'I 111RO X6 y t I. .0

ELIIPEDTIME < Ec>



RI V

. .

LIE

OR IT 2 VOW 6. Y *0.001892 * T 0.00994

FOR P01?,S I 7HRM 16, Y - 0.001731 T. 0.007301

.ELRPSED T I ME < SEC >

,PIL1T 1 ON RLIN I

IN.'E ItI

oI

.4.

"I -. - III

.2mFOR roINs ~I THU 3, Y - 0.00.1028 0 T *0.001460

P WR INS1 R I1,1Y 0.00170 T 0.1927

ELRPSED T IME < ,,EC>

i 112



TI

RELFTI JN REIN I

Um . m at

PRPOINTS I fliU 16, Y - *~47 T. .034

i n M-I "

ELRIPEE TIME <SEC>

Lim. °. -113

.0". Ff PONI I. .. U1,Y-00154 T-0041

? .4

°O 2wm 2 2

ELFIPFET T I] ME SCN

1.11 :113



I Run 2
L2

* Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00465 g/cm2.s

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized
3 2 3cm/s (x1O3) g/cm2*s (xlO3)

Stag Pt 2.76 4.41 0.94815 right 2.86 4.57 0.982
15 left 2.75 4.39 0.944
30 right 2.75 4.40 0.946
30 left 2.64 4.23 0.91045 right 2.61 4.18 0.89945 left 2.53 4.04" 0.86960 right 2.23 *3.56 0.76660 left 2.21 3.53 0.75975 right 1.84 2.94 0.63275 left 1.80 2.89 0.622
.90 right 1.38 2.21 0.475
90 left ---- -....

-I-..- . I

114
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. .

No.*

FOR PONSIIIR 6 Y d0252-.41

1280 140

, 
•. r P

I"

1..... •2L .-$ .-
SI 128 I'U161

1 .,11ELSILRT" T Ii MEN < SEC"

.Ill 1: 13131151



FIRLRT I ON RU14 2

LIE I d r .

FOR POINTS I 1I RU 12. Y 0.0028SS T +0.000375

1 "I
20 a In wm " .•L o

ELFiPEiED T I A1E. <-EEC

FIRLFiT I ON RUN 2 ..

.5 FECEMILN LH

LINE7

LI

FOR POINTS I 111RU 12. Y * 0.002746 T * 0.0167

rI I

ELMFIP3EI TIME < SEC>
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I RELFrIT N RUN 2

.41

FPOINM I IM U~6. Y - 0.003012 T 0.0017S
PM1 POINTS I 7M~t 12, Y - 0,092750 T *0.O0IS3

ELSPSED~ TIME < SEC >

RESL.FRTIN RULN 2!

Ltn

rxU

FOltro E'OINT z Y ,.- 0-00264 - 0.00829.

117



SESLRT I ON RUN 2.0 0£.

1. LiNE 3

d12

tFOR POINTS 1 TfiMU 6, Y *0.002614 T .0.00127

iFOR POINTS I HRU 12, Yg 0.002443 T 0.00494

I R13LRT i ON RUN 2

Lg.-4

RE FOFNT T IN 1E: < S2 0

I118

I, ' 118



~~•11

PIBLFIT I [JN RUN 2. ,0

Pm PONT I i3 6. Y *0.002227 T 7 0.00645

PO RM Tifl .J12]. Y - 0.002196 T0.00630Z

IL.FITV)IN RUN 2

LIW, IN

.O P OINS Im10 12. Y 0.002209 T 0.0118

.10

SLFIP5ED TIME <5Ec>

I 110



P1ELFIT.IEJ3N RUN 2.00~

FOR POIN75TS I 5lR, Y" - .001840 T 0.i0294

FOR POINTS 1 *0RI '12. Y - O.001794.* T + 0.0007

* FlSLIFT I 1N RUN 2!

m.mgfa alE~E~

* LINE J

.43

*LAJ

ILL

tO~ rar U.2,Y00W

AD . OR MOINTS I 711RU 12, Y - 0.001bZ% 0.00878

$1..clr

120



f1BI~~l

L7

. E-fTI13 U

Iw
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Run 3

2Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00424 g/cm 2s

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized
cm/s (x103) g/cm2.s (x103)

Stag Pt 2.34 3.71 0.882
15 right 2.58 4.13 0.974
15 left 2.40 3.84 0.906
30 right 2.53 4.05 0.955
30 left 2.41 3.86 0.910
45 right 2.36 3.78. 0.892
45 left 2.22 3.55 0.837
60 right 2.05 3.28 0.774
60 left 1.95 3.12 0.736
75 right 1.71 2.74 0.646
75 left 1.53 2.45 0.578
90 right 1.25 2.00 0.472
90 left 1.13 1.80 0.425

€+
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I IS R I ON.IN

.

I- . . , .

4 14

Ln
w

..tu

* U"

.11 JFOR POIT.M I 11i1n 10. Y * 0.002337 T 1 * 0.00211

311 .. HE w .7 9, Il 128I IS 3tl 619I .7 Sil II I

ELRPSED TIME (SE(>

123



RBLRT I ON RUN 3
FE*ou ... MItEim N 

LIW I"' "

.40

..toFO 1INM I 9, Y 0.0025753 *T * 0.00440

FOR t!"TS2 ' w 4e Y . 0.002077 * T * 0.020 0

•"IF: 31 4I9 on TT w" AMS 120

ELRPSED TI N < SEC >

RSLRTION RUN 3

LINE 7l

S. ".

'T

FOR frOf,4S I 1T1io 9 y. Y O024d4 - 0.00233

Is 3. LI M175 l Z

1. EL.RPSED T I ME < SEC >
.. 124



. - RBLRTI13N RUN 3

LIMr 2

.1

.30

FOR POINTS I 11I11 10, Y * 0.002S27 T 1 * 0.00674

Is 3 m I 7s INS 12

*. ELAIPSED TIME <SEC >

FIBLRTI [IN RUN 3

SM
•rig

.2a.

.-- FOR MINTS I TlfRU 9, Y , 0 .; 408 -.

Is 311. HS1 51 so IM '  IZ1"

EL..RPESEDI T I ME SEC >

125



*R5LRT KN RUN 3

LI.

.2m

.18 MR POXINTS I 7W . Ym 0.00232 T + .00790

* . EL.HPSED~ TIME <SEC>

HiBLRT I 1N RUN 3

FRPU I 711 . Y I0:2 .os

Is 3. tum75 m 2

*.ELFIPED. TIME <.EEC >

126



RBLIT I bN RUN 3

faecmini 94

*.

MCR roimrs I VW"U9. Y 0 .00204V* T + 0.00747

EX,~~ HM 3

.19.

LL.ltEE TIE<SC

.127



RBLRT113N RUN 3

:0N POINTS 7i 11RU i1. Y 0.00110 ~T 0.0001

POft POINTS 2 lItU1 S. Y *0.001311 T 0.02L26

FIBLR! I 13 RN

IIV'

*. EL.RSED~ T IME <SEC >
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I FISBLFITION RUN 3i

LIPE 6

.213

PON VOWtS 1 7W~ 10, Y. 0.0012S1 T *0.00128

is 3 4 N .1 wi

* -ELRPSE1D TIME <SEC>

ELRTON R E TIE 5C

9LIN 12



Run 4 (Also Identified as Run 11)

2Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00575 9/cA -s

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized

_______cm/s WxO 3  N101) ______

Stag Pt 6.49 3.96 0.689
15 right 7.21 4.40 0.765
15 left 6.57 4.01 0.697"
30 right 7.08 4.32 0.751
30 left 6.39 3.90 0.678
45 right 6.89 4.20 0.730
45 left 6.13 3.74 0.650
60 right 6.30 3.84 0.669
60 left
75 right 3.90 2.38 0.414
75 left ..-.

90 right ----

90 left .....

i130

II

') ./
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I S

W .. .i

IS- 3 S

I131

-* RiLRTIflN RUN !I

a .met mP Q .. i l am 
.

* = T tDIm IiN i IN r""
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SRrELFT I ON RUN I I

LIHE I

.IH

LJ

LAI

FOR POI?.*TS I 11IRU . Y - 0.006456 T T . 0.004S1

FOX POIWS 11 IIRU IS. Y 0 . 0 424A 0.t1157

ELAPSED T IMe"< SEC >

t •

HO I I 13N RU I I

* FR roINTS I 11R a, Y 0.007891 T + 0.00762

-I FOR MiISTS 9 711RU 12, Y 0-O00S33 1T -00503

AMFOR g'S 13 Vill1 16o y O.OOSI33 T 0.2968

is 3a LI"A7 M[ 2

, ELAPSED T I ME < EiE-C >

132



II

LRSE* IM. <*SEC >J

RESLRT I ON RUI II I

IM Mo , mi i0

Aa FOR POM I71U8 "008S .01

."

.133

-- I

T 'I* "
. R IR OITS10TI UN -0.RUN "T 0.I7

- .

I'+

. ..,,I

* 1=i1

FOR OI.RT1 I11rJ8, * 0L08,4 *I .1.0".

ELAPS.t) TIM: <EC

J3



. .. *0e

ESB.IHT I ON RUi I I

FORt POINTS I 1WIRJ 4. Y 0 .01)6661 T? 0.00340.-

FORt POINTg 9 flfWI6, Y 0.00766*? T -O247

A .

iii

,I 7 I.. "

IS 316 4 Ell Y I 2

aELRPSE? TIME <SEC>

fq FiL I [IN RUN I I

I.R< IrN OIN

.5.

tjjFOR POINS I TUR S.~w Y *0.009057 T 0.0060Sit"R PMWl

FOR PONTS S 1111W 12, Y - 0.006486 *T +0. 07181
OR POINTS 12 711RI 16, Y. .0.0OS SS T 01 757

i -4

ERLRPSEDTIME<SECI

134,



. ° °. o J

RSLR1T 1IN RUN I I

PON, POINTS 9 THRU 12. Y 0.007103 - T -0.12U4

FOR POINTS 12TIMJ16. Y - 0.001841 T*0.604

J. ELRPSED> TIME <SEC>

+ ..

R •I-TItN RUN 11

*LINE IN

.33

.1* PFOINTS 11RU 4. Y- 0.00S47 T 0.128S

FOR FZ!TS 12 711AU 16, Y * 0.00147 * T 0.128S

9 irk 3a 4 sI a

EL.RPSE[D T I ME < SEC >

135



LIN I I

Goo

IIEL~1T I N RUN I I "". .

LI . .. I

.4i0

ro rOINTS I RU 6, Y 0.006608 T O.00S

"i
7  FOR POINTS 10 TIIRU 13, Y " 0.006689 * T 0.079S

FOR PO'0TS 14 11IR11 16, Y - 0.006816 9 T - 0.0707

ELRSE( TIME. <SEC>

136



.65.

4.4
cr..

FO .IT 5 7I'..Y- .046* .90
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Run 5 (also Identified as Run 12)

Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00435 g/cm2 .s

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized
cm/s (x1o 3) g/cm2ts (x,03)

Stag Pt 4.59 "2.85 0.65515 right 4.69 2.91 0.66915 left 4.75 2.94 0.676"30 right 4.77- 2.96 0.68030 left 4.96 3.07 0.70545 right 4.71 2.92 0.67145 left 4.31 2.67 0.61't60 right 4.49 2.79 0.64160 left ---- -75 right 4.94 3.06 0.70375 left - ----90 right ....... .90 left ....

*..

q

, . ... .. I.._

f 
4.

,:138



.48

SS

RELRT ITN RUN" 12

513N

FO ONSI11111.Y* .0S3*T- 0.02397

,. ELRPSE? TIME <SEC>

: 139



I ol
So

RILRT I 3N RUN 12

LIM I

P PINTS I IM 16, Y O.004690 T-0.03S

EL-RPSED~ TIME < SEC>

* FBLFT ION RUN 12

I "I

"W ...

FORWINTs 111RU , Y a 0.004763 & T * 0.00409

FOR P'OINTS I 711RU 6, Y'- 0.004746 * T + 0.60443

P~k MIMT I 1111W 16. Y * 0.004214 T 0 .019tf,

r Bl[:. " * I - I

ELRPEiED TIME < SEC
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FIBLRiT I N RUN 12

MOR 1POPM~ I 11M1 16. Y * 000470 T Q .0053

ELROSED~ T IME < SEC >

RBLHTf1DN RUN 12.

FOR PO ism M. I H .6 Y. 0 .00376T 0.0493S



14RELRTI ON RUN I
SI.I. MKflIw

LI~E3 

I
MRPOIW$ 1 TRWI] 16. Y. 0.004709 *T *-O.083

- LISI TIip<E'
.i "

Aww

LII

.5

FOR IO'1N7S I 11RU 7. Y * 0.004'312 * T * 0.00717

MFO 'L.YM I 111RU 16. Y • ,0.0041S *T 0.00402
FM POI. 11 111P f'6. Y - 0.00113 * T - 0.1199

' ~ ~~I iI I Iw I

' ELnPSED TIME <SEtC>
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~ijm

FOLAT ION RUN 12

LIE IX

~.10

.20 di FO POINfTS 11HR IS.I 16 - 0.00.95080 - 0.77S

* ELAPSE[> T I MV <SEC >

RSLRT iN RUN31



I,.,

A

IELRiTI1EN RUN 12

LINE S

II W. till. 50 aIIW41 1O80

ELRPTEI TIME <SEC>

1L4



Run 6 (Also Identified as Run 16)2.VSimple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00411 g/CMs
Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized

cM/s. (xIO 3)gc 2 s(x0) _ ___

*Stag Pt -------15 right 4.96 3.03 0.73715 left 3.96 2.42 0.58930 right 4.85 2.96 0.72030 left 4.64* 2.83 0.68945right 5.14 3.14 0.76445 left 5.06 3.08 0.74960 right 4.49 2.73 0.66460 left 4.33 2.64 0.64275 right 3.59 2.19 0.53375 left 3.46 2.11 0.51390 right .2.56 

.1.56 0.38090 left 2.03 
* 1.24 0.302

14.5



RBLRTION RUN I . do

LIN I.

.3 fI SPOINTS 2 TM 7. Y , 0.004187 T - 0.0137

[Pf POINTS 12 T1 i5; Y " 0.003479 T " 0.06758

.11

Im l I I

2-0 m e. Il 123 14 1W

ELRPSED T I tE < SEC >

REL.FTION RUN IS ,.e

IIit 7

.46

3POR POINTS I 11I1t S; Y - 0.003895 T + 0.00057

.LFO PO INTS 12 11RU 16, Y.- 0.004020 T r0.0013

".4

Al:

I 146
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PIBLFT I ON RUN IS

PM POIK'I THRIJ 9, Y • 0.004781 T - 0.0001

MR1 POINTS 10 7WRIJ 14. 1 * 0.003450 T T * 0.0812S

rini

3 FO .OS1 VU1,Y 0031 .16

II

ELRPSED TIMlE 'K EC >

RBLRThDN RUN IB 1

LINE8 I

t" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u :::: FO PIe"3 13"I';J6, Y 0.0082 : + ,086

*1
II

* EIL.RFPSEI> T IME: "K E >
* '9



SLRT IN RUN IS

LIMC 3

,L.1U

.3 FO POINTS. 1IIRUS, O.OOS06i T - O.000S4

__• . P OR POINTS 10 THRU 14, Y - 0.003663 * T. 0.0756

I "IIll B

W U U "l I40 ' w IN IGO

.. ELRPEED TIME (SEC.

FI;LRT I ON RUN '4 .

.LIWIE

FOR POINTS I TIRU S, Y - 0.004964 T 0.002323

FOR POINTS 10 THRU 14. Y - 0.003177 T .0.1032

2,, S1. Il r, Bl B IBl.Il II

* 211 1W 0 115 iz2z 140 ISO

PS . ELRPSED TIME 4SEC>

*\148
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eo .

MRLRTIrN RUN I S

LINE '4

.-

36 FOR POINTS I IJS, Y. 0.004399 T- 0.000S

Pft POINTS 10 TIM2 Ii, Y 0.004141 * T * 0.01167

LTR POINTS 1 rAN 16;.ItN 0.004227 T 0.00000
L&J

LPZ

.* IIZ II

pI 2 Ise

• ,S U UOR OIU1 1R S.Z Y-0.'46 " - .03]6

ELRPSED TIME < SEC >

S RSLRTI1N RUN IS

* LI In

FOR POINTS I TllRIJS, Y. -O.004264 T -0.003167

__ FOR POINTS 10 1111W IS, Y7. 0.00339S T + * 0SZ

.19

to INS 2 1 Ise W

'EL.RPSED~ TIME < SEC >
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t
RBFLRT I N RUN I Sd

i .GM: trI 6 . K
LINE 5.

iI

;40

"" loft ! TS s, S 7 0.003S39 'T - 0.0016
tij et POINTS 3 TM 12. Y . 0.004147 * T - 0.03282

FOR POI1TS 12 T RU IS. Y - 0.004401 * -- 0.0565

.1113l

ze H I I W I 4.8 1
U= 'U U, IM, Iz 113m

ELAPSED> T I ME' < SEC >

RSLRT 11N RUN 1I 
5.

LIME I I

13

wd -10 PO M'O- I 11RU 3# Y 1 .0.002374 T 0.00S71
LAJk. • FOR POINTS S IRI 10. Y - 0.003444 V - 0.00954

cO0 F O 1NTS II 711RU 16,. Y * 0.003163 ' " .02321

.Al

20i 40q Ex Ill •INH 11 2 i

ELRPSED TIME <E. >
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FIBL-FITION RUN IS

LINE 5.

.. 0

.311

POR POINTS I TW S, Y 0.00252 T 0.00555

iRPOINTS 13 "f 16, Ya 0.004313 ' -0.1301

O tPOINTSI 8 I 12. Y• 0.002%1 T - 0.02

. ELRPSED TIME<SEC>

RI3L1RTIDN RUN IS *

.w.ll Wi432511DN UPI

LINE 12

• 2U.'t-D
Ido

FOR POINTS 1 *fIRU 7. Y'* 0.002000 * 1 * 0.000347

r? FOK POIMTS 11 1111W 14, Y - 0.004146 * T- 0.1458

5111

ELRPSE: T IM.E < SEC
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4I
Run 7 (Also Identified as Run 21-1)

Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00392 g/cm2 .s

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux NormalizedJ

Stag Pt 4.58 2.84 0.724
15 right 4.57 2.83 0.722
15 left 4.42 2.74 0.699
30 right 4.65 2.88 0.735
30.left 4.64 2.88 0.735
45 right 4.55 2.82 0.719r45 left 4.39 2.72 0.694
60 right 4.10 2.54 0.648
60 left 4.47 2.77 0.707
75 right 2.90 1.80 0.459
75 left 2.93 1.82 0.464
90 right ---- ---- --

90 left ---- -------

I I If1
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ABLHT I 1N RUN 211

.-

FOR :: WTS 6i~ 11 :.IS Y - .004726 0:45 T *.S

ELRPSiED~ TIME < SEC >
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RLRT I 13N RUN 2I I

LU inLINI i.1

. i~jj d~di

2U U1 " 122 14 t
41 I

" * •LRPSEI T I M " < SEC >

FIESLRT WIN RUN 2 1 1

L.IW 7 .

FOR POINTS 4 '1I1W 9, y - 0.004424 T - 0.0143

.S .. J FoR P TS t 111W 16. Y 0.00s46 *T - 0.0197
-POl OINTS I IRU 1 0, Y * 0.001.103 * T - 0.0161

1 21 No to Im 120 IV Ila

ELRPSED TIME (SEC>
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H5LHT I ON RUN 2I 11

LIIEZ2

OPOINT 1 7=7, Y.- 0.00647 T -. 0001 -

POh PONTS 121W 5M IS. Y O .005306 T -O.059

ELPIPSED~ TIME < SEC >

RIELFIT I ON RUN 211I

FOR VOINTS I 11RUW 16. Y 0.004641 T - 0.0091S

I a 48 El m s

ELFIPSEID TIME (SEC>
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FLRT1N RUN 2I i

df

FO FGImn I6 7t .- 004sl-T 00

a I . . '

LIr

F POINTS I 171MU 7, Y * 0.004S1 T" - 0.0032

• P04 POIN 14 7 10,t Y -. -0.004700 * T 0.0.353

a, m r , , ,

I * U I U iSO Ito

ELRPSED TIME <SEC>

RSLRT ION RLUN 216

FINEfi " ONSI701 , ' * 0045 .02

1561



'11

I,

daa

RE=LRT2iJrN RUN ;t I

W.EB II 'I.

?ORMMS I M S. Y - 0.004103 * T 4 0.00433

IPR ft IS S. 'IiJ S. Y a 0.003239 * T * 0.03730

PM OPDi, I TSlIU 12. Y 0.004300 * T - 0.0336

POR PoflCTS 12 Imi iS. Y - 0.005410 * T - 0.AS3

* *1

ELRPSED T I ME, < SEC >

RFiLRT I ON RUN 2 1 1

LIME I2

FOR rF01N-S I 111RU 3. Y- * .0509S - T - 0.001167
FOR PO. "11"l1 U 17. Y, 0.00446* - 0.0210

4A wII I a in$ I

EL:IPSEDI TIME < SEC >
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FIEL-FT I N RUN 2I 1

LINE

S.0

*ELAPSED TIME: <SEC>

FIELFIT IUON RUN5' 211I

.41

FOR MIN3?TS I 1I1RU 7. Y 0 .002931 *T *O.O3M37

POR VOINTS 10 1U1RU 17. Y 0 .404624 * T - 0.126

*ELFIPSE!D TI ME <SEC>

158



Run 8 (Also Identified as Run 21-2)

I2
Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00421 g/cm2 s

Position Recession Rate M lss lux Normalized

cm/s (xlO 3) g/a2 s (x103)

Stag Pt 5.35 .3.32 0.789
15 right 5.21 3.23 .0.767
15 left 5.32 3.30 0.784-
30 right 5.01 3.10 0.736
30 left 5.05 3.13 0.143
45 right 4.72 2.9 . 0.696
45 left 4.75 2.94 0.698
60 right 4.16 2.58 0.613
60 left 4.28 2.66 0.632
75 right 3.56 2.21 0.525
75 left 3.06 1.89 0.449
90 right .....
90 left ----

1 .159



iiJ

t

RBLRT I ON RUN 212

U IEM ILK POW

FOR POINTS I 'niIIU 11. Y, .OOS3S T - 0.00246.

S I 30 9 0INS 1

ELRPSED TIME <SEC>

16o



do.%.

.4 ...

R1ELRT I N RUN 21 .

FR ITS TRI) 11, Y .0052 1 T 0.00 418

ilE T I M S

.161

V.-

FO 'ONS1 I•O1, ..038 .0

eLPSD •IE SE.

d161



iBLRT I ON RUN Z!

LIME 2

P01 PKIMT I I14Ai S, Y *0.004722 T 0.01013

FORFtOLKS'I IHVJ 'It, Y * .00500 T P0.00550

4ELAPSED TIME <SEC.)

FIBLFITItN RUN 21Z

I.R ..

LIMI a

FOR rOINTS I T11U J1, Y 0.0OOSI T - 0.0026S

AP

I Is 31 HS l. 7s I Im IA*

ELRPSEtD TIME <EQC,>
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LIM J

.492
FORt POIKIS 1 I=1N 11, Y - 0.004720 T1 O .0091

aFOR POINTS 2 AU 6. Y - 0.004272 T 0.02367

*EL19PSED TIML <SEC>~

P1BLFTItON RUN 212

IFOx IO3NT I v~lU 11, Y - 0.004747 T 7.M

* 1ELRFSZC T i HE (SFC>
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RIBLRFT 1DN RUN 2 12

I d

?OR POINTS I THMW 11, Y 0.004160 T 0.01048

m 9 Im 7S Is 1211

.. ELRPSED TIME <SE~c>.

RELRTION RUN 212

LINE 11

im

FOR (OI~nT I 711RU S, y - 0.003792 *T .0.000197

FOR POQINTS I IlIR 11. Y 0.004284 T - 0.013S

I: 314 HSM .7S w1 tm 12

ELRPSE? TIME < SEC>
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FIBLIT 113N RUN 2 12

lili w9mem

MR FONI IIhWi1, 0e .003S0 T .0OSIPS

Is 38 49 a 7331I i

*ELfIPSEF? TIME < SEC>

HSLFVAT1N RUN 212

?OR POMVfTS I 11I1RU 4.. YYV- *0.33D3OS T - 0.00314

*ELRPSED TIME <EC~>



kun 9 (Also Identified as Run 22-1)

Simple Theory Stagnation Point Mass Flux: 0.00405 g/cmn 2*s

Position Recession Rate Mass Flux Normalized[ ______cms! (x1 3) g/cm 2.S (41032 ____

Stag Pt 4.85 2.96 0.731
15 right 4.75 2.90 0.716
15 left 4.98 3.04 0.751I30 right 4:25 "9:59 0.640
30 left4.029072
45right 4.16 2.54 0.621
45left 4.44 2.71 0.669
60right 3.62 2.21 0.346

Kv60 left 4.31 2.63 0.649
75 right 2.87 1.75 0.432
75 left 3.23 1.97 0.486
90 right 2.21 1.35 0.333
90 left 2.69 1.64 0.405

I.0
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FiSLFRTtIN RUN 221

.2U'

FOR PbINTS I11LAU 10. Y. 0.004670 T.# .00429
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IRBLRTI DN RUN 221 

tLINC I;

.31

FOR POI.S 1 DIRU 10. Y 0.004404 T + 0.01540

FORPOINTS I HU 3. Y 0.00S76 T + 0.00084

M FOZS 1 1M 6, Y .00473 0 T 00776

Lii

72 w

FOR POINTS I WRU 10. Y. 0.004906 7 T 0.01161

FOR POIT M. I TRU 3, Y *0.006382 T -0.00063

4 FOR POINTS 7 111RU lo, Y * 0.004394 * T * 0.04194

ELRPSED TIME <SEC>



RBLRT113N RUN 22I

FOR POINTS I THRII 10. Y 0.00471?7 T 0.012$6

MOR PO1KT I 11RU 3, Y. 0.006491 T - .Q..

.13l

.I

-" ELFRSED TIME <SEC>

FtLRTION RUN 22I

.m.S RECESS113N IN

LINE 2

.31

FOR P~O1M. 1 111RU 10, Y- 0.004174 T 0.01808

All! FOR P'OINTS 3 711RU 7, Y O .003954 *T *0.0321

. U

ELRP..ED TIME <SEC"
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RBLiT ION RUN ZZI.

.13

Eft R01N*S I UWJ10, Y. 0.00489 T.O.O243

R13LFIT 13N RUN 22I 1

.22

rcR ml.'TSI 11RU 10, Y - 0.004371 T 0.00216

FOR POWbS I 111MJ 3. Y - 0.0049S3 T - 0.003S9
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RBLRT ION RUN 221

.201

i''

.O POINTS I ,HAU 10. Y 0.0OSSS T 0.00179

. PrOINTS I IN= 4, Y- 0.o4030 T .0o1S

FM POINTS 6 11K 10. Y 0.003960 T- 0.0270

ELRPSED TIME <SEC>

RBLFIT I ON RUN 221 "

' LINE IN

''d.30C 38

IrOR MINTS I 111RU . "y 0.004241 T .0:000877

In 'U 38 41 s 73 IN

ELRPSE> TI ME <SEC>
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.' - " 4

ROLRT I1N RUN 2. I•

IL"

. I. .*

.41

.1 FOIl I 11W 10, Y 0

a .. ELF'PSED> T I ME ( EC >

RBLRTION RUN 221

W• L0 .

.13 FOR P01N7S I 11IRU 10. Y - 0.003177 T - 0.00212

.1 , I: III I 2d . 1 .e ssI IIE I I

ii ' . |

ELRPSELD T I ME (SEC>

17.2



FISLRT IDN RUN 221

.3.l

All I

LIE a.18

7O" POINTS I O.S Ia 7. 0.00210 T 40

MR F OID I TW 3. Y- O.OOM 4 T- 8.O0000

. ELRPSEI> TIME (SEC>

RILRTION RUN 227

S LIME 12

.311

FM •ON I.1A 0 -0.60 T-004

IInl 38 411 go 0 l 71 f

. . £ELRPSED T IME < SEC>
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